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Insight Into 
Minority Professionals 
by Joseph Torres 
What began four years ago 
as an opportunity for 
minorities to gain a job market 
perspective, emerged Tuesday 
evening in a public meeting at 
Muller Chapel Students 
and professionals joined in 
another chapter of 
"Minorities Professionals 
Night." . 
A select group of 
professionals from the New 
York-New Jersey is attracted 
a modest · crowd - of Ithaca 
College students to talk about 
changes in jobs, attitudes, and 
feelings and to share with 
them some valuable advice in 
preparation for future 
prospects. 
Dr. Edward Hart, who has 
practiced opthalmology in 
Ithaca since 1956, said hard 
work is required for pre-rried 
students. Dr. Hart suggests 
taking courses in the sciences, 
but not to neglect courses in 
sociology which is equally im-
portant. 
Todays advent of high-
technical operations in the 
medical field has utilized 
sociology skills in an approach 
to treatment methods. Accor-
ding to Dr. Hart, "Building a health profession may want to 
solid educational foun- consult a doctor at the Health 
dation," in courses which are Center who can offer some in-
inter-related with the major is sight on the present status in 
important to better career op- the medical industry. Mr. Or-
portunities. tiz ironically mentioned that it 
While technology is moving is what you know that can be 
faster than wev·e expected, equally important as who yo11 
Hector Ortiz is reminding know in the job marke, 
students to plan for For this reason, he encourages 
tomorrow. · Mr. Ortiz is the students to take full advantage 
Assistant Dean of Student Af-. of resources as un-
fairs af Essex County College dergraduates. 
in Newark, who since 1975 Ithaca College'~own Kumi 
worked his way up to the Korf is an artist ·in her third 
position as Dean. Mr. Ortiz year of teaching in the Ithaca 
explained that if students are College Art Department. Af-
to choose a career, they must ter receiving degrees from 
be deliberate, critical, and · Tokyo University and Cor-
most of all take finances into uell, Mrs. Korf has produced 
consideration. "Explaining many fine works of art which 
what he calls 'neighborhood have been displayed in 
careers and Professional galleries, shows, and have 
caret;rs,' Mr. Ortiz compared received attention of national 
role models in the community publications. 
who inspired him to ~he im- Included in her speech was 
provement of educational the hard work she struggled 
weaknesses he ftmnd to be through in her life and the 
self-gratifying after college." confidence which made room 
Although education hasn't for creative work. 
given the students a rich finan- Like most individual 
cial life, it has however, givetT professionals, Mrs. Korf 
the students resources from avoided social influences and 
which to talle and relate to · spent many hours drawing and 
careers. For example, a painting. It wasn't until 1977, 
student seeking a career in the continued on page 15 
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- BOTTOM: Brenda 
TOP: Ea_rl Bryant., Brown, Vicki Cox, Kumi 
Schelley Michelle-Nun, Korf, and Pat Thompson 
Hector Ortiz 
Muscular Dystrophy Dsin~GE; 
/ 
David Daughtery. Poster 
Child, at the Muscular 
pystrophy Dance-a-thon. 
A Huge Succes§ 
By: Ellen Tannenbaum 
Eight o'clock nine o'clock 
ten o'clock twist; eleven 
o'clock twelve o'clock one 
o'clock waltz; two o'clock 
three o'clock four o'clock jive; 
five o'clock six o'clock seven 
o'clock hop; eight 
o'clock ... FLOP! From ~pm to 
8am students were dancing up 
a storm Saturday night in the 
Union Dining Hall. The dan-
ce-A-Thon, which was part of 
Winter Carnival Week and 
was sponsored by the Physical 
Therapy Association (PT A) 
and SAB, was a fund raiser for 
muscular dystrophy. Last year 
c: $3800.00 was raised; this year 
·~ the students received $5000.00 
:;a in pledges. 
~ The Muscular Dystrophy 
c,:s Q poster child, ten year-old 
£ David Daughtery attended the · 
S beginning of the n1ght "If you 
_g didn't know why yo-u were 
c:i.. here, he made you understand 
the reason" ,said Mary 
Dzialga, coordinator of the 
marathon. The 80 dancing 
duos, singles, and trios hop-
ped and bopped along, 
breaking for short intervals to 
drink juice and eat pizza. Ac-
cording to Adam Cobb, food 
chairperson all of the food was 
donated. All the local pina 
eateries contributed, as did 
bakeries. and Macke food ser-
vice. 
The rock 'n rollers came 
dressed ready to groove. Many 
wore short~, miniskirts or 
jeans. However, Chris Han-
cock, an awfully tall in-
dividual with a rather deep 
voice came in a dress! His par-
tner, Laura Stark, complimen-
ted him (her) by wearing a 
sharp tuxedo. The couple was 
. n{)t confused as to what to 
,,ear; they were competing for 
the best dressed couple.- Other 
contests included: the bunny 
hop, jitterbug, the swim, waltz 
hokey pokey, can-can, punk 
dance, twist, and disco dan-
cing. Prizes were free pizza 
and dinners for two at various 
local restaurants. Before the 
marathon ended, the drowsy 
dancers were awarded the fir-
st, second and third grand 
prizes. Master of ceremonies, 
Dick Wylie, awarded third 
prizes of a pearl pendant from 
Monsour .)ewlers, a dinner for 
two at Turbacks and a cross 
pen from Schooleys Jewlers to 
Paula Kelley and Lois Sch-
wager!. Second prize, a trip to 
Ft. Lauderdale , given by U.S. 
Air, was awarded to Thomas 
Glasscock. The first prize, a 
trip for two to Aruba went to 
the person with the most 
amount of money pledged and 
who lasted the whole 12 hours. 
Joe Hurlimann was the grand 
prize winner of the morning! 
At 2:00am Dzialga 
screamed over the music, 
"The people are so into it. The 
energy level is incredible." 
People twist~ and turned to 
the tunes provided by student 
bands such as Tri-Star 101, 
Good Timers, Quarter Tones, 
and Four Play. WVIC was 
also there with diligent D.J .s 
all night. "It's good times and 
it's fun. They have all the hard 
work," said D.J. Scott Moyer 
as he gestured toward the par-
continued on page 12 
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Photo By Marc Fitzsimmons 
''Can you find ·true lo.ve 
on Campus?" 
-. Path Lape: '85, Physica·i 
'Therapy 
"YEA, I SLEEP WITH 
MY TEDDY BEAR 
· EVERY NIGHT." 
Jannifer Bernstein: '85, 
Business Management 
- "NOT UNLESS 
: YOU'VE GOT A 
SINGLE." 
E"mily Row:. '84, 
Business Management 
"YES. rOR A PRICE." 
Elizabeth Roberts: '85, 
Business Management 
''WHO CARES ABOUT 
TRUE LOV~~" 
'; 
• 
Denise _Brazill: '86, Joe Ramirez: '85, TV /R 
Explordory · 
"THIS QUESTION 
, uNO, BUT YO~ CAN COULD GET ME IN 
. AT THE PINES. TROUBLE. " 
Una Phelan: '85, 
Physical Therapy 
"I'VE ALREADY 
FOUND MY TRUE 
LOVE AND HE'S NOT 
HERE." 
Ken Kaplan: '86, 
Business Managem~nt 
"YES, IF You~RE[NTO 
STUFFED. ANIMALS.'' 
Have a question for the Ithacan 
Inquirer? Let us know! Send it to the 
ltbacno In care of the photo editor. 
Tham gang! 
_____ Fehruary 10, 1983 . . 
)..'.., / •.· .... 
Is it really n~cessary for another IthacaCollege versus 
Cornell University discussion? Yes it is. (If people are to con- :-
:,tinpe (;Omparing_ tb~.two sch(!_ols ,then t~e topic still -~eserves- ·:: 
~?mm.~nting-0 ori,. Ont(thing ,in common to~?II 9f th~e·,._1.e:: ·;:. 
versus Corn~II discussions is'ihat J.C. is always upgraded. 
Isn't it amazing that no matter bow much people try to build 
··' ·- ... 
up I.C., some doubt still exsists over this school's reputation 
and its student body? 
But where does 'this need to compare I.C. with Cornell 
come from? No doubt some of it is right from I.C. students. 
Maybe that in itself reflects a certain amount of insecurity in 
some I.e. students' over the school they attend. But when 
: · people do · compare 1:c •. , with Cornell· the comparison is . 
somehow rationalized that · J.C. has something Cornell 
doesn't, and' that will compensate for the difference between 
the two schools. The truth is that I.C. and Col'Jlell cannot. be 
compared. In essence, students are trying to compare apples 
with oranges. 
J.C. and Cornell are two completely different educational 
institutions. Attempting to compare the two ·schools serves 
no justice, especially to I.C. Everyone knows J.C. is not an 
Ivy League school, there are· only· ei2ht. so many schools 
don't fit that characteristic either. When students try to 
compare I.C. with· Cornell the damage is to ·uhaca College. 
I.C. 's own academic reputation is overlooked and the quality 
of its students is not appreciated. · · · 
How many people ever siop to think about sotQe of the 
things I.C. does have? Things like how may students are 
planning to continue their education after I.C., and how 
many professors at I.C. have their Phd. (and don't forget 
some of them went to Cornell for tha' ). How about some of 
I.C. 's famous alumni? Everyone kno ··s about Jessica Savit-
ch, but how about the late Martin J. ~l1annon. He once was 
the Editor-In-Chief of THE ITHACAN, who rose to _t_he 
position of Editor of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL'S 
weekly Business Bulletin Column. 
Finally, J.C. students have nothing to be ashamed of just 
because their college is not an Ivy League School. Being an 
Ivy League school has no bearing on wether students can 
receive a good education. What students must realize is that 
I.C. and Cornell are two different schools and that each 
school needs to J>e eva~(!~ted on its own merits. 
(BOW) 
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.Op Eds and Letters 
Rehuttle: Fight Deep 
To the Editor: 
We are writing in defense of 
Andrew Levin's January 27 
letter to the Ithacan and also · 
to hopefully clarify some poin-
ts discussed by Mr. Siegfried 
and Mr. Tiberio last week. 
The fact that the Nuclear 
Freeze Campaigns in America 
and Western Europe are sup-
ported by the Soviet Union has 
come as "quite a shock" to 
some people in this country. 
Is the notion that the same 
government which master-
minded the assassination at-
tempt of the Pope, the violent 
crushing of Hungary, and the 
chemical slaughter of 
thousands could financially 
support any movement, which· 
would be to its benefit, in a 
free society such as ours "un~--
founded and absurd"? If the 
Soviets can afford to send ar-
ms and troops to Afghanistan 
and Angola, could they not af-
ford to send checks through 
their network of spies to freeze 
or~anizations in America? 
Mr. Siegfried denounces-Mr. 
Levin's "schoolyard heroics" 
of standing up to a bully. Mr. 
Siegfried feels, "In short, the 
best wa/ro beat a bully is 10 
outsmart him, and if he's got 
friends and.resources, get him 
to be your friend." Has he 
forgotten the lesson taught by 
the Cuban Missile Crisis. 
When Eastern Europe was not 
enough to satisfy the insatiable 
hunger of Hitler perhaps Mr. 
Siegfried would have had us 
invite the Germans to dinner 
in the Bread-Basket of 
America in order to alleviate 
the Second World War. 
Mr. Levin is correct that the 
capability of a nuclear first 
strike would deter possible 
Soviet aggression but the 
nuclear freeze supporter con-
tinues to harp about the 
horror of nuclear war. 
While it is true that a n~clear 
war would cause more death 
and destruction than a conven-
tional war, we are reminded of 
the words of William F. 
Buckle; ,Jr.: 
What is the meaning of that 
statistic (deaih) to the in-
dividual dead man? None- he 
knows not whether he died 
alone, or in the company with 
a hundred million others. 
What is the meaning of that to 
the survivor? None that goes 
beyond the abysmal grief of 
personal los experienced well 
before the nuclear age. Any 
individual human being can 
only .sustain so much grief, 
and there -bereavement 
become«; . redundant. 
It is necessary when we listen 
to the horrors and scale of 
nuclear death, to force our-
selves to face explicitly what 
we know intuitively. And tha~ 
is this: that if it is right that a 
single man is prepared to die 
for a just cause, it can be 
argued that it is right that an 
entire civilization be prepared 
to die for a just cause ... Better 
face the chance of being dead, 
than certainly of being Red. 
And if we die? We die. 
(quotation from Chairman 
Bill p.208.) 
Charles Siegfried reels that, 
"The people .of the world do 
not warit to die over some 
geopolitical argument about 
the writing of Karl Marx." 
Well Mr. Siegfried, there are 
thousands of Mejahideen 
warriors who are fighting and 
dyin2 , by chemicals. over the 
geopolitical. writings of Karl 
Marx. Thousands of brave 
American and South Viet-
'namese soldiers died over the 
geopolitical writings of Karl 
Marx (57,939 dead and 
missing Americans). 
Angolans, Thai, El 
Salvadorians, and 
Guatamalans a(e fighting over 
the geopoliticaL WRITINGS 
OF Karl Marx. Many people 
~ die every day in prison camps 
in Siberia over the geopolitical 
writing of Karl Marx. 
Yes, "some guys" in 
Philadelphia around 1787 
thought alot about com-
promise. But, they could af-
ford the luxury of compromise 
after a long and bloody war. 
Are we going to sign a com-
promise with the same people 
who signed the 1922 Geneva 
Agreement, banning the use of 
chemical warfare, who then 
escalated the science of 
chemical death far beyond the 
niehtmares of anv soldier of 
the First Wo.rld War? 
Perhaps "coward" is not the 
correct term for these well in-
formed individuals. A better 
term would be enereumen 
because they fail to accept all 
the information available to 
them except that which sup-
ports their cause. The idea 
that if we ·drop our weapons 
then Soviets will drop theirs is 
a ipsedixitism. The Soviets 
have historically proven to he 
territorically aggressive. No, 
Mr. Tiberio, we have not 
forgotten that a singular 
nuclear strike would kill 
thousands of "innocent" 
people with families, 
livelihood,;, and asp~rations, 
but \'/e have also not forgotten 
that mam, Nazis had families 
and aspirations too. More 
importantly, we re111~11iber the 
29 million people and their 
aspirations who were killed by 
Vladamir Lenin. 
Sincerely, 
Thomas R. Longo 
English '83 
JaMES J. Bellush 
Chemistry '84 
Freeze Movement Not a 
Communist Plot 
To the Editors: 
In reply to a reply. Namdy 
1 rhe letter submitted to 1he 
Ithacan by Charles. Siegfried. 
(February 3rd, page 3, "A 
Communist Plot?") 
The absolute last thing I 
want to sav is that the nuclear 
freeze mo~ement is a Com-
munist plot. That would be 
ridiculous and fahc. The c_am-
paign for a nuclear 'free?.e is 
100 broad and too ·deeply 
rooted in. the hearts of the 
people of this country to even 
begin 10 entertain such a 
notion. But, while the 
Russians certainly didn't start 
thC' fire over here, they have 
1101 been reluctant· to get in 
and fan the flames .. 
The next time you are in 
the Pub, happily sucking 
down beers and munching 
popcorn; see if you can't find 
a Rmsian Politics major (there 
must oe one around 
,omeplace). Offer to buy him 
a bt•er and ask him to tell you 
about two fun little Soder 
agt·ncies called the KGB and 
the GRU. While you may 
already be familiar with the 
state.controlled KGB, you may 
not know so much about their 
more eager military cousins in 
the GRU. Since the GRU is a 
military agency ii seeks goaic, 
that are of a military nature. 
Clearly with every call for a 
nuclear freeze that goes up in 
this country the harder it gets 
to appropriate money for 
nuclear programs. Not even 
warheads mind vou but simple 
and rout.inc upgraoes of ex-
isting systems, new systems to 
replace old systems 
(navigational, guidance and 
the like), and new and better 
brooms 19 swe~p ou1_1he bo1-
aeutabaw. 
FOR ·vol.JR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY. HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE- iN 'NATURAL 
CUTS,, HENNAS AND :PERMS 
FOR.BOTH OF YOU. 
tom of silos become harder where the money does come 
and harder to sell. from. Who knows what they 
The CIA estimates that the might turn up and everyone 
GRU is given \everal hundred would probably he surprise? 
million rubks ea,:h year how much it would help their 
SPECIFICALLY for !.tandingwiththoseofthecon-
distribution through variOU\ servative bend. 
front organizations to pro- The nuclear freeze is indeed 
freeze, or at least anti-nuclear, a national grass roots 
groups. If that number sounds movement and probably pret-
rather too big to believe it tv well reflects the views of a 
might help to realize that that majority of Americans. It's a 
comes to about only 3/4's as great idea. But it has one 
manv dollars. major flaw. Offer to buy t~at 
Again, r sdil NEVER say Russian Politics maJor 
Soviet cu,;1om called the 
Gulag, which is where such 
vocal supporters of a freeze in 
the Soviet Union as we have in 
the United States invariably 
end up. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Dunscomb 
TV-R 85 
that the nuclear freeze another beer and ask him to 
movement is run by Com- tell you about another quaint 
munist agents. But while you __ ...::__ ___________________ _ 
mav find it difficult to come to-----------------------~ 
grips with the numbers stated i Tf'lf'lUT A tr A ~T 10) TI 0 
you cannot deny that somej .11: ll Ill'l\.\L.,&l '<J 1[ <0>.11.:n.ccy ·1 ; 
kind of support DOES reachl .
1 
· 
our shores. Perhaps it would The ITHA(:AN i11 proud to be able to pubhsh correspondence 
be a good idea if the people in' form t_hc ('Oll~ge. c_ommunity that accurately re~ec~s the 
the nuclear freeze movement viewpomt of md1v1duals and/or campus orgamzallom,. 
took a closer look at exactly 'However. we ~pect o~r responsibility to provide only I 
~3: 
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Israel Needs UoSo Support-
To the IEdttor: and_ the di!,pkahle Sovier 
Much of the worlcJ is quite governmenl which <.upport\ 
angry at Menache111 Begin and rhern. 
his Israeli government for the If one take-. an ohjective 
invasion of Lebanon la<;t look at the balance of inter-
spring. A judicial commi<,<;ion national power, ii i, dear I hat 
probing Israel'<; responl,ibility rhc Soviet Un.ion ha~ a "ingle 
in the massacre or hundred~ of objective: To undermine 
Palestinians announced Western democracie~ bv 
Tuesday that it recommei1ds' weakening (or totally 
the dismi,;sal of Defense di,;solving) the NATO allian-
Minister Ariel Sharon along - c:. Because the PLO is a 
with other top Israeli military direct threat to any moderat<:' 
personnel. Don't expect thil, Arab nation which mav 
to happen, Mr. Begin',; choose to bcfricndlsracl. th~ 
popularity among his fellow Soviets have more than 
Israelis is still strong and odds willingly supported Ya,;ser 
are against him firing h~ chief Arafal and hi!, b,1nd of 
military man. The ma~-;acrc in terrorist!.. If the Uni1ed Slate-; 
Beirut was needless to ,;ay a wishes to remain true to the 
tragedy, but the Prime Jewish state in the Middk 
Mini~ter's own people will not East, we must be dedicated 10 
hang him for a crime someone defending them. 
else committed. It ha,; alway,; In Seplemher of 1979, a 
been ea,;y and ,popular to PLO spokesman rcvc:!lcd in a 
scapegoal 1hc Jew!. a..: the P.B.S. inlervicw that 
problem in the Middle East. Palestinian "freedom 
but thi!. i-; a mistaken norion. fighter!," had been cxdu,ivcly 
The real problem is th<:' ever- trained in the USSR and other 
pre,;ent ho~tilc Arab nation., · sociali,1 countries. In 
November of the ~ame year. 
the Economisr Foreif!.11 Reporr 
statecj_ J.!:!at th~-- Pl O wa~ 
cooperating wilh Cut-a in 1he 
training of terrori,t ,4uaJ., in 
Central America. If rhi, i,n'I 
enough evidl'IICl', ir i, af-.o a 
well known facl lhal the 
Soviets and olher Ea<.tcrn hlnl' 
counrries supply lhe PLO with 
deva!>lating. military han.Jwar c. 
Thi!, weaponry i<. ~cnt directly 
from Mo,cow. or channcl<:'d 10 
the tcrrori-.1-. by way of Libya. 
Iraq. or Syria. .Many 
American<. may an-.wcr thi, in-
forma!ion with replic-. of 
"well what aho111 our men anti 
weapons in fl Salvad,,, '!" 
Tlfr, ,eems to he a -.omewhat 
demented philo<.c,phy hccau,c 
if you think ahout it. U.S. 
pacifism would only eliminate 
what little dete1ence we no,, 
offer thi~ in-;urg.cnl left wing. 
Plca!>e under~tand thal lhi!> 
would nol be a good thing 
hccaw,e further U.S. bnlation 
could only re<;ult in the collap-
<;e of the remaining free wl'irld. 
II may not be a nice rcalil~. real di~-;cu-.,ion., to\\ ,ird a 
huf in a world of conl'licling. peaceful - !,Oluti~lll- . arc 
moral,; and value,. ,trong. unrcafo,tk. Unlit the PI.O 
coun1rie-; are forced into d(le!, this. the slate of war hct-
d100,ing.. -;idc.... To believe ween hrael and the Arab 
otherwi-;e i!, iinrealistic. ·world will continue. It !,eem, 
Contra·ry to popular typical of the So\'ict Union I<~ 
opinion;Mcnachcm Begin and want to get a hand in on the 
his government are not a gang a,;\alill on 1<.racl. If lhe lJ.S. 
of hlood thir!,ty expansionbtl,. ever dc~idcl, to re-neg. it!> a1 m<. 
(A recent Parade· MaR,azine aid to Israel, Mr. Bcg.in'c; ac-
poll by .lal:k Andcr<,on rated tions would haw 10 he even 
Mr. Beg.in in the top five of rhe ·more ,cvcrc. I.cl'!> hope 1h1.1t 
"world'<. ten wor<.I leader'>". the Reagan admi11i.,1ra1ion and 
Unbcfievablv, Yal,ser Arafal C'ongre!>!> agree to ,ray on 
didn'I qualii'y. ·111 an area the track supporting htacli dden-
si1.e of the Middle Eao;t. he· sc: 11 i!, oilly a .,,rmig ht acl 
!.houlc.J have been number which will deter lhl· Pl O and 
one). The number of people~ lhi!>, alon)! ,,ith lhl· 
Jew~ and Chric;tian" alih·. rccognit ion of hral·I h\' 
terr;ori1ed 01 murdL'rcd b\' 1he Arafal, i, lh<:' k<:'y lo Pl'al'L' in 
PL() in recent year,; i., c,- the reg.ion. 
trcmcly high in numhc1 ,. The 
inv.isinn of Beirut may ha,·e 
been brutal, but how long 
could Mr. Begin han~ let the 
terrori'>lll go on without doing 
<.omerhing about it'! ThL' PLO 
ha'> not ever recogni;ed 
hrael'~ righl 10 c,i,1. thm any 
Andrew Levin '84 
Organizational Media 
D f d. U.. S· Uc' S W~II (}·'A1°d·''Yow11 e , en . L , o · 0 9 : o_ ·· o I . u. 
by Steve Fuller 
The Independent Student 
Coalition (Ithaca College 
Chapter) opposes the Solomon 
Amendment which was passed 
in May of 82. We encourage 
ali student organizations to 
support the U.S. Student 
Association (USSA) in their 
efforts to have this law 
repealed for the following 
reasons: 
The Solomon Amendment 
to the Department of Defense 
Authorization Bill prohibits 
the Federal Government from 
distributing student financial 
assistance to young men who 
have not registered for. the 
draft, as required by law. At 
first glance, this principle 
seems attractive: Federal 
dollars should not be expen-
ded to aid a member of society 
who refuses to comply with 
the laws of the society. There 
are, however several major 
flaws in that argument. 
First,· the Solomon Amen-
dment is entirely unnecessary. 
Current registration laws 
provide for appropriate 
judicial procedures to· try 
suspected offenders who if 
convicted, face a maximum 
sentence of 5 years and/or a 
$10,000 fine. 
Second, the Amendment 
is discriminatory, because it 
would only punish financially 
needy, male students: student 
aid programs are !'}eed-based 
and only male!t are required to 
register. 
Third, the Amendment does 
not allow for the possibility 
that students may refuse to 
register because no option is 
offered to them through which 
to obtain C.O. status in the 
registration process: 
Fourth, the implementation of 
the Amendment would require 
significant expenditures of 
time and money on the part of 
the Department of Education, 
which has neither to spare, to 
run a clieck on approximately 
1.4 million 18-24 year old 
make student.aid recipients, so 
that an estimated 91;000 of-
fenders could be punished. 
Inevitably, .this would cause 
serious delays in the 
processing of financial a,d 
awards for those 1.4 million 
students. Furthermore, the 
burden of proving registratio,n 
is in the student. There exists, 
however, no document· with 
'"which he could prove 
registration except a letter of 
verification from the Selective 
Service whic,h he need not 
keep. 
OUNCEMENT: THE ITHACA COLLEGE - SCHOOL OF BUSINESS IS 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER 
Frosh may not apply until their second semester. 
ile each case is considered on an individual basis, 
applicants who have: -, 
1) a cumulative average-of 2.5 or above, and 
2) have completed ma.th courses (13-105, 108), 
economics courses (06-121, 122),a writing 
co~rse (77- ), natural or applied science 
cou~se(s) will receive the strongest consi-
deration. 
pplications are available in the School of Business 
office on the fourth (4th) floor of the New Academic· 
uilding. 
eadline for completed transfer applications is· March 4, 1983 
asking you to oppose an 
Finally, the Solomon amendment which in un-
. Amendment seems to con- nt:cessary . , w h i ch 
tradict the priciple of due discriminate!>, which would be 
process, the assumption that a a regulatory nightmare, and 
suspect is "innocent until which seems to go against the 
proven guitly". Instead, thes well-established judicial prin-
amendment would deny ciple of due process. There is 
Federal benefits to a person an alternative to the Solomon 
not yet convicted of a crime. Am end m e n t : e n for ci n g 
By avoiding the judicial current laws, rather than 
process, this practice would be creating new ones. We hope 
simple and convenient and you will join us in opposing 
contrary to a fundamental the Solomon Amendment. 
principle of our Constitution. In the near future the ISC 
In requesting your op- may need your help in the 
position to the Solomon form of writing letters to 
Amendment, we are not various members of Congress 
urging you to support young regarding this su~ject or other 
men who refuse to register; important issues that effo;t all 
that is an illegal act. We are of us as students. 
simply 
JFiowoer Be914uets 
. 
Roses 
. f'OR 
Valeaclnes 
fLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
MINIATURE ROSE BUSHES 
DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS 
AZALEAS. TULIPS 
~'<C!.AMEN 
• 
TI-IE. P.IANTATION 
·l 14 ..lthaca·CQrrimon~· 
273-7231 · .. 
{iiiiiiil · Open Thursday and Frid.a,· . ..., 
l!ll!!!IEJ 'ti119pm · · ..... 
Sunday 11-5 
r . 
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Briefs 
Black History lLectmnre 
How can we be really sure about the history of our 
peoples? Especially minority history? Often, the real story 
never makes it into the textbooks. Television host and 
producer Gil Noble offers as accurate picture of Black people 
and their heritage. The story is told like it is. At 7:30, on 
February 16, 1983, in Textor 103, at Ithaca College, Gil 
Noble will give a Black History lecture and will show the film 
Malcolm X. Admission is free, :,o come and hear the story 
told "Like it is." (This event is sponsored by the Afro-Latin 
Society) · 
Any Volunteers? 
Now that you have settled down with your coursework it is 
time to consider how to make valuable use of your free time. 
Have you considered volunteer work? It is rewarding, both 
to you, your clients and the agencies you work with. 
The following is just a partial list of possibilities to look at: 
4-H - group leaders for recreation and activities with low in-
come single parent transient families. 
Refugee Assistance Program - tutoring and - community 
orienters as well as day care with Asian refugees. 
Special Children's Center ~ classroom assistants for 
preschool handicapped children. Minimum of 6 hours a 
week. Transportation required. 
Alpha House - tutoring of math and English as well as 
classroom instruction at residential treatment facility for 
drug addiction. 
Call Elaine Leeder at x331 l or stop by Muller 307 to discuss 
these and other possibilities. 
1 HI-: ITHA('AN 5 
So you think you're tunny, or eise that you sunmn lhat our 
mayhe you'ro.: one of those illustrious panel of judges (in-
people who always complain eluding famous comedy stars 
ahout THE ITHACAN'S M<!rtin Steve, Bernie George, 
APRIL FOOI.S ISSUE. Well, Allen Woddy, Allen Steve, 
it'<. not that easy being funny and Ross Brett) thinks is fun-
for 24 pages. So here's -your ny. Entry deadline is Monday, 
chance. to help. THE Feb. 28. 1983 at 5pm. Please 
ITHACAN announces; its include your name and phone 
APRIi. FOOl.'S COMEDY number, winners will be 
WRITING <:ONTEST. $10 notified in March and an-
prizes will be awarded for the nou need inTHE ITHACAN 
be~t entry in each of three during April. Submit en1ric~ in 
categories; news, South Hill, THE ITHACAN box in the 
and '>ports. Each winning en- Union or at THE 
try will appear in our famous ITHACANoffice. So stop 
(infamou!:>?) April Fool's complaining and start writing. 
Edition. We will also print any Get out of here, I mean it. 
_ other articles, ads, or anything 
The Ithaca College Education Department and the Student 
Activities Board is co-sponsoring a special showing of the 
movie "Gandhi". The showing will take place at the 
Pyramid Mall Cinema on Tuesday, February 15th at 3:30pm. 
Admission is only $1.50 for all students and members of the 
Ithaca College community. Anyone interested in attending 
must sign up in advance. Tables will be available for sign-ups 
in the Union lobby from 9-noon today and Friday and all day 
on Monday. 
Faculty members instrumental in arranging the film are Bea 
Goldman--Education, Sandra Fish--Communications and 
Marty Brownstein--Politics. -
"This is an important movie to see in troubled and 
dangerous times. It tells the story of a man who promoted 
world peace through his acts," said Goldman. 
Good times offer: 
--
~ourteen oz. glass mug for saie. It's the two-fisted 
'!"8:Y ~o drink to good times and salute your great taste 
1n drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this 
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95 
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug 
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152 
Name _________ ~=,,,...----------,_._, 
Add"""---:-------------------
City ___ --'-____ State, ______ -J..1p ___ _ 
Speclfyquantlty ______ Amountenclosed $, _____ _ 
Otter exp~es January 31. 1984. No purahaso necessary - ITHCl 4 
New York residents add 8.25% sales tax. . 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment. _ , 
_ . C 19!!2 SE1'GRAM OISTU.LERS CO., N. Y.C. M!ERICAN VMISl<E.Y-A BlENO. 80 PROOF ''Se',en-Up" and "7UP" are trademarlls of !he Seven-Up Comparr, . 
. - ·, ... 
< 
------ --
----------------------------~--~-~-------------------------------------------------------· -·--= February 10, 1983:.-· 
Reasse_ssing ,_ -~-: .-, R-e-_ ~-,a-·ti--o--n-shipS1 
by Lisa Regelman worked in a commune, 
It's the week of Valentines sharing his experiences with 
Day .... Let's talk about many people. Now he has a 
relationshios. loving relationship with his 
Recently while in a bakery I wife and two children. He 
saw an ad for RelatioQship :1.quired a PhD. in. history 
Workshops held in Februar}'. from Yale University, and 
and April by a man named Let taught at Cornell from 1968-
Davidson. The first thing I 1973, but he feels it is his 
thought was "What makes ·'life's experiences" that give 
- him an authority?" him credibility to direct 
I decided to ask him. 
1 
workshops on relationships. 
He picked me up in a big His beliefs.are his credentials; 
yellow wagon after school he feels strongly that, "you 
and we went to chat. The man can only share what you 
is now balding with black grey have". 
hair sprinkled around the -. _In a recent hP<:tc;e!lei:,Living, 
sided of his head. At a time, Loving and Learning, author 
when his hair was fuller, he Leo Buscaglia coricurs with 
lived alone in the woods prac- Let's findings ... "You want to 
ticing the art of meditation, be the most educated, the most 
which he continues today. Af- brilliant, the most exciting, the 
ter his time of solitude, he most versatile. the most 
creative individual in the 
world, because then you can 
give it away; and the only 
reason you have anything is to 
give it away." "The wonderful 
part about it is that you don't 
lose anything in the process 
because you still have your-
self. 
In the relationship 
workshop, Let teaches a set of 
guidelines that makes relation-
ships work, but he has no rules 
or easy answers. "It's up to 
the individual to go as deep as 
they want to. go," he says. 
Each week of the workshop, 
there is a theme, such as: han-
dling emotional attatchments 
and relationships, accepting 
oneself, accepting others, sup-
porting eachother, intimacy, 
freedom, commitment, and 
responsibility. How about 
responsibility? Let feels "It's 
important to be resp~nsible 
for your own relationships . 
You can:t aiways point ·the 
blame,. because you can't 
depend on others to make you 
happy." How many. of us 
have said, "My ex-lover hurt 
me, and my life will never be 
the same!" Is that hor-
sefeathers? Poppycock? Let 
believes so. "You create your 
own pain and happiness. and 
rhe partner is just the' cir-· 
cumstance. People ha,·e to 
grow upandbe responsible for 
their own completion. We all 
have the ability to create 
natural, satisfying, loving 
relationships." His idea is to 
uncover that ability, and to get 
people clear about themselves. 
Appliances Banned 
DAYTONA/Ff. LAUDERDALE 
From$125 
SpringBreak - 8 Days and 7 Nights 
Prime Location, Welcome Parties With Free Beer, 
Canvas Bag, Optional Bus From Campus and Air 
Available. 
Contact: Greenwich Travel Center 
Toll Free I-800-243-3858 
by Marcia Wilt 
"There has been an increase 
in the number of problem~ 
with 'illegal appliances' at 
colleges and universitic .... " 
asserts Assistant Director of 
Residential Life ·Bill Perkin~. 
As stated in the "Rc~idcntial 
Life Handboc k ', illegal ap-
'pliancc~ include: " hotplates 
heating coils (i.e. hotpots), 
electric fry pam, hroilcr..,, 
griddles, toasters and large 
refrigerators." Equally ~o, 
use of the inf'amou~ popcorn 
popper and percolator are to 
be restricted to the dorm kit-
chens. 
As a result of the potential 
dangers these appliances may 
cause (and the fact that they 
are prohibited), Perkins and 
the Office of Residential Life 
are making attempt~ to in-
crease the awarcnc~<; of this 
concern for <,a ft ey. Says 
Perkin~. at the August dorm 
check-in~. the ~raff' posted 
signs (li~t ing) appliance~ con-
sidered to be illegal." 
Residence requirements, 
policies, and procedures are 
fully detailed in the "Residen-
t.ial Life Handbook". Says 
AG.0STIN- ANIEVAS, 
·Piano 
FEBRUARY -il~ 
Walter ford Audiiorrium-8:15pm 
Program 
Sonara in G Ma,or K 283 
V,11,at,onr; ,ind Fugua on a Thoma Oy Handal. Op 24-
1n1crm1ss1on 
Erur:1Ps Op 25 
Tickets 3v;:J1loble at $6 00 
H•Li<('y •, ~.111•,1c. StorP Commonc; $5 00 
T,•c t, H1F"1 Pyramid Mall 
ECJb+•rl St11d1•n1 Union llhaca College $300 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791) 
Johannes Brahms 
(1833-1897) 
Frederic Chppin 
(1810·1849) 
General Adm1ss1on 
llheco College Faculty 
Staff and Admln,strnhon 
Fr,onds or llhoc, College 
Othor Studonlo 
"A towor,no p,an,,r ..,,fh 
a dtUIJJOg IHfinp 
for bravur•N 
Lo, Angelos Times 
Perkins, "Everyone receive~ 
the booklet with their room 
contract- it is expected that 
the booklet has been r.ead 
(proir to '>igni11g. the room con-
t, act)." He continue..,, 
"Ignorance of the law is not 
an e,cmc. We're all <,11hject lo la,, . .., even i I' we arc not aware 
of them." 
However, ii may 1101 he the 
c,i-.e that <;ludcnt~ arc 
"unaware". One <,tudcnt (un-
nalllL'd here. bur prc\Ctmably 
rerr C\Cll ting. r he view held by 
tnO\I IC ~; udenl <,) c"\plain~. 
"I',e 1-een at IC for rouryears 
now. and l 'vc never been 
ha~<,lcd about U!-.ing a popcorn 
popper in my room." He fur-
ther claim~ "I don'! think 
the R.A.'~ really care. They 
arc aware of the policie~. bur 
they don't con~idcr ii worth 
the ha..,..,lc 10 confront the 
<;tudenl\ tJ<;ing. the applian-
ce"'.,, 
In condu<,ion he say<,, "I've 
never ~ecn a Rc~idential Life 
Staff member say, 'I don't 
want you u~ing that. put it 
away', they jus;t ..,ay, 'I don'r 
want to know about ii'." 
I hat seems ·simple enough, 
but why are so many p,.eople 
unsucce~:,ful in their relation-
ships? Let said, "There are 
always decisions in our lives, 
and it's our response to them 
that counts. There are barriers 
to overcome, and people 
choose to close down. There is 
fear of getting hurt, guilt, 
·anger, society's conditioning, 
and love is on the other side of 
all that. By closing dow,n, 
people prefer to experie111:e 
pain, and can't enjoy loving I 
relationships." Relatioriships 
can be workable. No one can 
· expect perfection, but there 
are key factors, such as: open 
honesty.. "For example," says 
Let, "If l come from ·a place 
of dependence and need, it 
shows when l look to others 
for love ... and frankly people 
just don'.! deliver all the 
time." He adds, "People get 
trapped in need." For those 
of you who arc searching for 
love, "The love that you're 
looking for is already within 
you." 
The Idea is that once you're 
comfortable with liking your-
self, you can love another in a 
healthy relationship. "In-
dividuals existing to support 
each separate individual's well 
being;" is an idea supported in 
· Let's class. He claims that 
love is "The unconditional ac-
ceptance of who you are and 
who your lover is. It is giving 
to others and supporting their 
needs, but it is not giving them 
what you think the other 
needs." 
I asked Let about the "state 
of relationships". Generally 
speaking, he admitted, that 
they are changing, because 
there arc more options today. 
"The underlying beliefs about 
relationships are going 
through a change in many 
t directions at once. For exam-! pie, there is a lot of serial 
monogamy.'' He continues, 
wrinkling his forehead with a 
dissatisfied look on hi5 face, 
"People are out to get 
something today, always 
looking to others, but I don't 
think that makes people hap-
py." His face frightens as he 
said, "there's also the reverse 
trend toward commitment. 
which involv.es really deep 
love, and complete discipline. 
That's more than just being at-
tracted to a body." He feclc; 
that "Interior discipline is 
needed- you should let go of 
expecting love from others: 
because each indi'v idual has an 
infi_nite source of love, peace, 
and wisdom." 
Let's workshops arc offered 
on 401 South Albany St; he 
"Can be contacted at 272-4131. 
I came to the conclusion that 
Lei could really help someone 
in anv sort of relationship. 
"Da..vidson brings to his 
workshops ten years of con-
sulting and !raining experience 
meditatwn, yoga, emot1011al 
·relea~e, interpersonal relation-
ships, and the study of world 
religious and psychological 
traditions," I would. say he is 
more than qualified. 
As we were ending our con-
versation, I asked about 
rc.lationships in the future. He 
,grabbed his· coat, turned, 
continued on page 12 
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Th.:'.'" ·_ e Employment Interviewg 
Wh 9 - 0 u_ at s going on i1ere 
by Eric Goldman 
This is the first in a regular 
series of articles by the Office 
of Career Planning, and 
Placement. Articles will 
feature topics of interest to all . 
Ithaca College students. 
If you have ever spent any 
time on a bus or plane trip you 
are well awar·e of the awkward 
tension that can exist between 
yourself and the passenger 
seated next to you at the onset· 
of the trip. When entering the 
job market, a similar sensation 
may also be present between 
the student and employment 
recruiter. In an effort to 
relieve some of that tension, 
this article will examine how 
interviews work and, what 
into the world of employment. 
First, there is the highly-
structured question and an-
swer format. This is often 
used by the larger cor-
porations that operate in a 
more formal style. The second 
type of interview is a loosely 
guided open-ended approach. 
In this situation the student 
takes more responsibility for 
focusing the direction of the 
conversation. Occasionally a 
student may encounter a high 
· stress interview which is 
designed to test an applicant's 
ability to cope with stress and 
pressure. This is not common 
however. These different 
types of interviewing generally 
attempt to include four stages 
consisting of an introduction, 
a review of the student's 
general background, a 
discussion of the employer's 
recruiters look for. 
, opportunities and student:s 
· ~here are two types of m- specific skills, and a con-
terv1ews that are often encoun- clusion. In a telephone can-
tered by students as they move · versation with Marcy Frank, a 
recruiter for Hill's Depar-
tment Stores, she stated that, 
"The particular style of inter-
view format the applicant en-
counters depends upon the 
goals of the organization.'' 
In the introductory portion 
of the interview, the recruiter 
attempts to establish a rapport 
with the candidate by trying to 
create a relaxed businesslike 
atmosphere. The employer 
may also be evaluating several 
things on an unconscious 
level, such as the way in which 
you are seated, your attire, or 
your: attitude. A recent article 
in the Journal· of College 
Placement stated that a 
professional appearance is a 
reinforcement of other 
positive personality traits. Eye 
contact is an extremely impor-
tant point stressed by Ms. 
Frank stating that,_ "It shows 
the applicant's confidence and 
effective interpersonal skills.'' 
She went on to say that, 
"Most recruiters ~re not 
looking for a specific per-
sonality, they are looking for a 
personality that corresponds 
to the organization.'' 
Once the recruiter has at-
tempted .to place the student at 
ease to let the qualities of his 
or her personality come 
through, the interviewer 
moves to the student's 
background. This stage of the 
interview usually consists of ex-
amining the experience, 
education, and self-motivation 
of the applicant. The recruiter 
is looking for a host of dif-
ferent factors in scanning a 
resume. One objective of the 
resume is information content. 
The interviewee's goals must 
be consistent with the position 
requirements. A major con-
cern of the recruiter is a per-
son's work history and 
education. The employer 
wants to know how time has 
been spent. Other qualities 
looked for in the resume are 
organization and neatness of 
EVEN STRAIGHT «s CAN'T 
HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION~ 
Today, the toughest thing about going 
to college is finding the n1oney to pay for it. 
But Army ROTC can help-two 
ways! 
First,. you can apply for an Army 
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition, 
boo~s, and supplies, and pays you 
up to $1,000 each scl-iool year it's 
in effect. 
But even if you' re not a 
scholarship recipient, "'/1! Rare can·snll help : ~ 
with financial assis- ~. / 
tance-upto$1,000 -~-~ 
a y~ar for your 
last two years in 
the program. 
For-more 
information, 
con tact your 
Professor of 
Military Scierrce. 
ARMYROTC. 
BEAU YOU CAN BE. 
For Details 
Contact: 
Cpt. Gar)'· S. 
Terhune 
IOIBarton Hall 
Cornell lJniversih· 
' -256-4000 
or 
Stop H:Y The 
Union from 
10-2pm 
Fch. 15 & 1<, 
material. Along with the 
resume, a candidate's self-
motivation is also probed. 
Some evidence of self-
motivation shows up in diverse 
involvement in extra-curricula 
activities. Self-motivation is 
also demonstrated through 
adequate research into the 
company and production of a 
clear informative resume. 
Employers are primarily 
looking for people highly 
motivated to work. 
After the student's general 
background has been ex-
plored, the interview's diretion 
moves toward a more specific 
comparing of the employers 
opportunities with the can-
didate's skills. Organizations 
are impressed with individuals 
who possess self-confidence. 
This confidence sparks 
creativity and fresh ideas 
which enable organizations to 
suceed. Ms. Frank em-
phasized that too much asser-
tiveness can be detrimental 
because a new employee must 
be trained and willing to learn 
the company's style. 
Organizations are also concer-
ned with an - applicant's 
decisiveness regarding long 
and short-term goals. An 
organization places more em-
phasis upon a person's short-
term goals because the first 
year of training costs money . 
Employers need to be con-
fident the employee will not 
resign in the near future. The 
student should not be hesitant 
to ackowledge limitations in a 
candid manner during the in-
terview but should speak to 
the positives as much as 
possible. In addition, it is 
worth noting that an employer 
does not look favorably upon 
poor quality responses. These 
responses could include vague, 
rambling, disorganized ansers. 
Candidates are wise to havt> 
anticipated questions and con-
sidered their responses. The 
more specific you can be, the 
better. 
The final segment of the in-
terview consists of clarifying 
essential information stated in 
the course of the interview. 
The recruiter may also present 
other relevant information' 
about the organization and the 
interview process. 
In general, Ms. Frank 
stressed that recruiters arc 
looking for students who 
present themselves in a relaxed 
manner, expanding on what 
they have learned and gained 
from previous experience. By 
providing clear, concise, well-
organized responses, an ap-
plicant demonstrates an ability 
to succeed. 
If you are planning a trip in-
to the world of the job search, 
·• then this article has been help-
ful. For additional assistance 
in preparing for this journey, 
visit the Office of Career 
Planning in Gannett Center. 
---
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The Ithacan~ s Guide to Arts and-Entertainment~ 
The Art of Color Photo:graphy 
by Rosemarie Tishelman 
Colof photography is a pregnant, which immediately 
challenging and unlimited .connects her with the woman 
medium of expression. Color who has just given birth. She 
injects life into a photograph; is surrounded by hand held 
enables a viewer to identify hoops which demonstrate her 
with the scene depicted. Color location. Perhaps she is a 
can also distort; it can endow a figment in the mind of the new 
photographer with the power mother. The foreground 
to realize a vision unattainable image is angular, with em-
th rough con~entional phasis on the limbs of the 
technique. mother which extend in every 
"Unrestricted Color", the way, while the background 
current exhibition at the Han- image is characterized by cir-
dwerker Gallery in the Gan- cles; with the curves of the 
nett Center, provides an ex- woman's bre:ists and belly 
pansive yiew of contemporary complimented by the hoops. 
color photography in the work The soft pinks and greens of 
of a variety of artists from the levitating woman enhance 
across the nation. The ar- this soft dreamlike quality, 
tworks in this collection have while the foreground image is 
been executed with a broad composed of sharp green, red, 
array of methods, often in and yellow.· A bluish purple 
conjunction with other prin- curtain is the unifying element 
""~.V;"!f', :-
. ' -
tmaking and/or painterly of the composition, and it is on an extreme diagonal. Em- used the polaroid snapshot ef- upon within one article. The 
processes, resulting in highly this c·,Jlor that permeates the phasis is given to the dress that fectively. For example, Bar- experiments in mixed media, 
personal style and statement. entire photograph and gives it the subject is wearing, colored . bara Adams has done a mar- realism, photography of in-
One of the more striking its "other worldly"distinction. in soft pinks, violets, and velous study of light with two teriors, as well as the natural 
works included in the exhibit is This essentially cold whites, as it sits upon the pink small SX-70 prints set in con- forms such as fish and flowers 
Lou Krueger's "The coloration gives skin tones a skin. Individual dabs of trast. Each shows a double presented here must be seen to 
Levitation of Susan and sickly aqua tint. There is no brushed on paint to color the bed near a window, one room be appreciated. "Unrestricted 
Clay." It is characteristic of ground at all, simply clouds dress are evident, as is the un- ·decorated pink and the other Color" is perhaps the richest 
both of his cibachrome prints floating back in space. I don't mistakable crayon or colorea blue. The extraordinarily and mo<.t captivating 
presented here in its use of know how the color effect is pencil that gives the shrubbery subdued - tones enhance the exhibition to grace the Han-
color in the creation of an achieved, perhaps through an it's spring green tone. The quietness of the scenes. dwer.ker Gallery this school 
unrealistic image. This par- unconventional pairing of film subject's hair is a lovely Many of the photographs year. 
. ticular work gives us the ab- and filter, but it enhances the golden brown. depend heavily upon bright, The exhibit was curated by 
solutely gripping image of an surreal quality of the entire Carol James has done some intensely saturated, artificial Monte H. Gerlach and Danny 
actual birth, complete with work. fine work toned with water- coloring, which can be an- Guthrie of the Ithaca, College 
midwife and blood drenched In Rita Dibert's black and color. Richard V. Procopio's noying. As employed here,. Department of Cinema and 
newborn child. This stark white, hand tinted silver prin- two landscape contributions the technique evokes the Photography, and runs 
realism, weighted toward the ts, color brings the images to are poetic in the sense of chemical smell of the through March 4th. 
right of the foreground and life. "Early Socialization serenity they present. Noni darkroom more often than an 
arranged on a diagonal, is set Series: Poems and Posies, Korf has chosen to zoom in on emotional response. 
against the vertical Sharon Springs, N.Y." shows tropical plants to produce a The range of subject, size, 
background left image of a a woman with her back to us vibrancy that would be im- · and technique presented in this 
woman suspended in mid air. amidst an outdoor country set- possible to capture in black exhibit is so vast that it 
The levitating woman is ting. The work is organized and white. Several artists have becomes impossible to touch 
The Handwerker Gallery is 
open from 9am to 9pm, Mon-
day through Thursday, and 
9am to 5pm on Friday. 
Late Night with Open Mike 
By James Grubbs at the edge of the stage, cham-
Last Friday night in the pagne included. The progress 
Crossroads, Ithaca College of the "relationship" was then 
students were once again of- updated throughout the show. 
fered the chance to display In another novel move, Curly 
their talents in this semester's informed the audience that he 
first Open Mike Night. Most had contacted two local pizza 
of the show was dominated by · delivery services who were 
musical acts with the exception each told to deliver a pizza at 
of a lone comedian. A casual 9:15. And so with the cham-
and laidback atmosphere was pagne poured and the pizzas 
skillfully established by master on their way the first act took 
of ceremonies Michael Curly. to the stage. 
In a style reminiscent of TV's In a form that was to be 
David_ Letterman, Curly repe'ated throughout the· show, 
quickly introduced some the first performers relied on 
themes which were then up- ·acoustic instruments. The 
dated between acts. guitar duo, Jerry Panton ·and 
Through a lottery, a ran- . Ken Calkins, played three 
dom couple from- the audience songs including _ a well done 
was selected to enjoy the show cover of Neil Young's "On the 
from a specially prepared table / Way Home". In the ~econd 
act, Brett and "Williams, also 
an acoustic guitar duo, played 
a spirited version of Crosby, 
Stills and Nash's "Carry on", 
and a Jim Croce song. Tom 
Glasscock took t)le stage next 
and accompianied himself 
with an acoustic guitar doing a 
couple of original songs as 
well as a Tom Lear song. 
Just as the fourth act began 
to take the ·stage the ever-
dependable pizza delivery men 
·arrived within a few minutes 
of each other. After each of 
them we.re giv~n a minute in 
· the spotlight, the first of the 
evening's two airbands · took 
·the stage. The 02 Airband 
: performed "Precious" by the 
Pretenders with and especially-
. convincing. job done by the 
lead "singer". genitalia. The last act of the 
The next act brought the night the 10 West Airband 
show back to live music a who provided an uplifting end 
Denis Blodgett sanfJ and to the show as they did well-
played harmonica and choreographed versions of 
acoustic guitar for one song. "Should I Stay or Should I 
Denis was ·then joined by Jill Go'' by the Clash and 
Nierman on guitar and vocals "You., re A 11 I've Got 
for a duet as they did '.~House Tonight" by the Cars. 
at Pooh Corner". - John I am sure that most people 
WalJen on piano and · Joy there would agree that they 
Shapiro on vocals appeared saw a fulfilling show alt:hough 
next doing an original song. attendance on both ~~ides of 
The last of the musical acts the st,age was_ · somewhat 
was Bryan Van Campen who dissappointing.' There is alot 
played three songs on guitar of talent on this campus and 
including ''Slip Sliding Away" · even more peop~c wiIH_ng to 
by Paul Simon. · com·e and sec it. PerhaP.~ a lit-
. Craig Babus, the only comic tie more advance·. p1,rblicity 
in ~he _cast took. to the stage . next time could produce an 
next and shared his views <?11 1:vcn better show.· . · 
sevetaf things including male 
---------------------------------------------------- -
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Films· oftbe Past 
Part II 
by Kevin O'Neill 
Last week I started a list of making ever. Who knows 
films that over_ the years has what that really means? For 
influenced me as both a film- me, George Romero made me 
maker and critic. These films aware that Film actually could 
represent not my growing per·- control emotional response. 
ception· of "high art," but ·You don't want to watch those 
· rather various themes upon zombies, but they exist (for 90 
which I would later come to odd minutes) for you must 
respect and emulate. Granted, know the final outcome. 
Invaders from Mars lands on Romero even clinches that 
very few "10 best" lists, but idea by leaving the ending 
its ability to· scare is immense, open. Audience satisfaction is 
even at mosJ rudimentary level?enied and you felt lousy! The 
(And who else could better film worked. · 
judge that then a 10 year old!). I was able to view the next 
The next five films con- film again just shortly before I 
stitute a quantum leap in came back east, My first ex-
regards to viewer par- perience with it was about 5 
ticipation. The concepts of years ago. Lindsey Ander-
reasoning and logic now fir- son's Oh Lucky Man contains 
mly implanted in my brain, so many of the concepts about 
these next films are fascinating life and film that -intrigue me 
because they trancend those th~t even after the second 
concepts. From this point on I viewing, I'v~ yet to sort it all 
watched films - with a selt'- out. Malcolm McDowell as 
awareness that before did not the everyman, recurring actors 
exist. in-different roles, and the cir-
What better film to. start cular aspect of the script 
this list than the classic remain fascinating, even after 
stomach churner, Night of the numerous viewings. It was 
Living Depd. Forget the probably the first "film-
criticism. This was the start of makers film" I had ever ex- · 
a filmmak-ing trend that has perienced, and the time spent 
yet to subside, and its ultimate thinking about that film 
ramifications are still became a good indication of 
unknown. The idea of where my interests were 
destroying the human body is beginning to focus. 
among the most repulsive yet The next two films read like 
intriguing a~ects of film- technical workbooks. Star 
Wars--The plot was standard, 
the execution was neat, but the 
film heralded a whole new era 
of sophistication in viewers. 
Suddenly, everyone wanted to 
know, "how they did that." 
The art of filmmaking has 
become infinitely more com-
plicated as a result. 
On a more personal level, 
Days of Heaven exemplified 
the art of visual storytelling. 
The film was nothing more 
than a painting in motion. My 
captivity with this film lies in 
that fact alone. 
On the opposite end of the 
spectrum, Burden of Dreams, · 
the documentary of the 
making of Fitzcarraldo, is a 
Pl!rely "verbal nightmare." 
Watching Klaus Kinski rant 
and rave about jungle con-
ditions on the film only to see 
him portray a · man equally 
oblivious to those conditions 
in the film Fitzcarraldo is the 
. ultimate irony. That in fac 
becomes the main point 
behind this article (and I 
guess, my perception of film.) 
A case of ironies that have 
come to represent the very 
core of my interest in film. 
These movies are not good in 
many ways. Why then do I 
like them? Maybe if I asked 
Klaus Kinski .... 
HAUNT HAPPY HOUR 
IS tttrit"-<r IN 1983! 
........ 3 'til 7 p.in. every Friday-
"Yn·u-..·,rn still \Vin 2 HU:T trips to Jarn,,it a. 
"Tlwse J.C. Studl•nts an> Finalist'>: 
1\lli.,011 J,•nninq., 
2 (. 'liff l'tunwr 
:J. B.ub Boardm,m 
.4 K, i.,:. Wilc,011 
S. I frkn ( jirvin 
f. I, ,m Sardi11i,1 
7. S1:l1tt \\'alnhk~ 
H . .lolrn lkllod, 
and we are giving away to a lucky Happy· Hour Patron 
T~o All-Expense-Paid Trips to HEDONISM 
· NEGRIL JAMAICA -FREE !t 
Compljments of LIBERTY TRAVEL 
Pm1mid Mall. Ithaca 
• T, ip is for one week 
--------
---------------··---
t\"r 
feo.\\\ 
p...\So . Thurs. Feb. JO ECM Recording Arti~ts 
EVERYMAN B,AND 
Fri. Feh. I I Rock-Reg~ae with THE MAJESTBCS 
l\,1on. Feh. 14 Special VALENTINES DAY Vif/eo;;: ~ . i 
Production 
. -· -·- ---- 'r 
Shows free before 9pm 
114 W. Green St. Ithaca ·273.3355 
/ 
11111:IIHAt:AN ':I 
Watch Winter Melt Away 
Thursday, Feb. IOlh · 
7:30 The Roommate Game in the Crossroads 
Friday, Feb. 11th. 
2:00 Flag Football Games 
6:00 & 9:30 Film--Dr. Zhivago 
8:00 Darren Shepherd & Friends in the Crossroads 
Carnival 100 days Party at the North Forty . 
Saturday, Feb. 12th 
2:00 Winter Carnival Games-Ultimate Frisbee 
6:00 & 9:30 Film---Dr. Zhivago 
8:00 Winter Carnival Beach Party-Terrace Dining 
Sunday, Feb. 13th 
Hall 
2:00 Volleyball Games 
8:00 Film---Whos Afraid of Virginia Woolfe 
8:00 Robert Klein Live-Ben Light Gym 
West End Oasis~ 
Captain 
by Sandy Broverman 
Is it the Salty Dog? Is it the 
West End Saloon? Noooooo. 
It's Captain Joe's Reef--an 
oasis in the deserted West End 
offering a bright, new, alter-
native in the Ithaca dining and 
music scene. This newly 
renovated bar on the 
Taughannock Blvd. (next to 
Kelly's Dock Side Cafe) which 
once helped spurn the career 
of "Orleans" ·as the Salty 
Dog, is now on its way to 
boost the careers of many 
other promising musical 
groups. 
On Friday night, Captain 
Joi:'s is starting the weekend 
, off with the Studio N Jazz 
Band for Happy Hour, ·S:00-
·s:OO. Happy Hours are 
Joe's 
".fishing Hours" at Captain 
Joe's, as there is a large fish 
tank right in the middle of the 
bar. Fishing hours include 
many fine drink bargains. 
Following the jazzy happy 
hour Friday night will be Atlas 
Linen a I 0-piece band from 
Syracuse, which specializes in 
the music of Stevie Wonder,· 
Earth, Wind and Fire, George 
Benson and the like. This 
large band, with a 5-piece horn 
section should sound ab-
solutely delectable, con-
· sidering the prom1smg 
acoustic structure of the bar it-
self. And speaking of delec-
tables, Captain Joe's has got 
great steamed clams! See you 
Friday night~ 
<Tfiis Weck 
Get· 'To K1aoit' 
,!41_ JLoca( Wine 
l 
L 
J. 
.. And" next week you'U 6c 6ack for another! We're very 
proud of the wines proc!uced here in the fi119er Lakes and 
around New York State. Try the W09nerDeCftaunacwitli 
our juuy Prime Ri~ or Olli of our tliick SirCoin Steaks. 
Hemumn Wicmers remarfui6(e Ricsfi119 . peifec~91 
rompfiments the Roast Duck or t(ie Coquille St. Jacques. 
And cfwose Bufo/ HiU's nt.'Wo/ refeased"Winter Sl)'\'afBfanc 
to accompany our fresh Sworafts(1 Steak or P~ta PrimaVl'T11. 
. . 
··TU~l3ACI\~, 
The Grqnd--Qame (!! Ithaca. NY. . 
ROUTE 13 - ELMIRA.ROAD - (607) 272·6484 
-~ 
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Kern's Korner 
Protest 
f/Jcu,l/i ~~, f/J~. B.v Sandy Brovermao 
I 
HEYNO [ I l-1 ICI Song written by E. C. about G •. Harrison,s 
MUPEL I 101 -1 t 
' 
wife 
D · 1..' 1 ·-1 ·J lCI 1-101 . DELAD J· 
KANSH Oulal I :1 I ' please eitcuse last week's "lack of circles.• 
Answers in next issue 
Answers to last week's puzzle Novelty artist, Herbert Kbaury's 
most popular stage name 
IRONY TRIAD QUEST FOAMY 
-----------~~----------
- Tiny Tim 
' 
-
LC VISJONS 
..... ...,., 
Oyster Bay 
We now work her undulating tresses 
From carbon parking lot piers 
·Near neon red blue's swimming 
signs in the air 
Her gems are few 
Sun orange stained by vomiting belchers up the bay 
Unnatural iridescent sheen glows 
Thi.nking of you Madge 
Its not time yet to write anyone 
I would have nothing to say 
It would all be a lie 
An old friend who I never see 
It was her birthday 
/wrote 
I didn't lie 
A good friend who I never sought 
It was a bad trip 
I wrote 
I had to try ,•ery hard 
It never comes easy 
Protest seductive, almost1Jeautiful, upon our futile hands Wishing to toil 
lying · 
A person who I'd like to meet 
It was an infatuation Prot.est Years mean less and sunset less I sinking sand close, remember her youth 
Add my bodies ebbing sea ~otion 
Wondering, to her-boundless lament 
The following is an inter-
view with a student known 
simply as Starship. Starship 
was arrested outside the union 
Monday when he was allegedly. 
trying to rally students to a sit 
down strike. 
Korner: Maybe you should 
start by telling the readers 
your reason for the alleged 
rally Monday afternoon. 
Starship: Well, first of all it 
wasn't alleged! I was trying to 
get a protest going. I probably 
would have gotten some 
results if it wasn't for the 
damn blizzard. 
Korner: It does seem a little 
foolish to start a sit down 
strike in a snow storm?! 
Starship: Hey Man, even the 
best planned events have some 
minor kinks in them. If the 
students now-a-days had any 
back bones, alittle snow 
wouldn't have been any 
problem if the cause was a 
good one. 
Korner: That brings us back 
to my original question, what 
was the rem.on for this so 
called protest? 
Starship: No real reason man, 
I just wanted to s;e if I could 
do it. And I proved my point, 
the American college students 
just ain't what they used to 
be ... Don't you think we might 
be missing something, growing 
up in the SO's. What ever 
happened to those crazy 
romantic days of ,· the 
60's ... The underground cam-
pus newwsletters, secre·t 
meetings planning till dawn 
for the next march on· the ad-
ministration buildin~. Within 
Protest l never wrote What a beautiful ending to a perfect relationship 
minutes hundred even 
thousands of students would 
converge on the court yards all 
M. C. Didriksen · Viola Glenn 
across America. Masses of 
humanity protesting, mar-
ching, being moved left or 
right by some kid in wire rim-
med glasses behind a bullhorn. 
A bullhorn. thai.'s what I 
Phantasmagoria 
One night 
While sleeping, 
!saw 
Indians dancing 
&laughing 
In/easts, 
eating, eating 
Caucasians. 
Love is Stronger than Death 
Sleep brings you to me, · 
Sunrise takes you away. 
During the darkness, 
I can hold you close in,my dreams. 
Daylight, 
I must release you and our father/daughter themes. 
In my dreams I smile, -
At the reflection of our times together. 
In my waking state, 
I cry at the realization of our times now ended. 
Night-You reside under my pillow, 
Day you house yourself in my heart. 
As !sleep, . 
I st;e you clearly and listen to you,r voice, 
Sunlight reveals your absence 
needed Moflday, a damn 
bullhorn (grabs my pen and 
writes bullhorn on his hand). 
Korner: So y9u mean to tell 
me that this whole idea of 
yours was to prove the 
American college student of 
the 80'sspineless? To prove us 
uninterested or informed of 
political affairs; that we are 
sitting back and letting things 
take control of us, getting fat 
and lazy before our time, with 
Walden P. Styles Which I accept for lack of choice. 
no concern for justice, nature 
and all around everthing. 
Starship: No I'm not saying 
that, but I could have used you 
on Monday. You might want 
to work on that "All Around 
Everything" but, it needs to be 
clarified a little, other wise chanted, "Hell no, hold· the 
that's good stuff. Mayo" outside his kitchen 
Korner: Never mind me, why window. Things were going 
the protest? along fine until half of my 
Starship: Listen man, I've mob had to leave on account 
been protesting all my life. As of it getting dark. We were 
a little kid I was always . known as the Newark Eight 
looking for a reason to and were feared by mothers :rs 
protest. In the third grade _a 'throughout the entire neigh-
buddy of mine Harold Wien- borhood. 
stein got mayonnaise on his Korner: So this protest was to 
ham sandwich for six straight· bring back your childhood 
days. Harold hated mayo, memories? . 
·and told his Mom but she StarshiP.: No man, we all need 
didn't listen. I got a fairly to protest; we are college . gc 
good size mob together, about students. I'm getting really 
eight of us, that was con- scared ... I got only a few mon-
sidered pretty big back then.. th!? left of higher education 
we went to Harold's hous~_and and I've never been in a.cam-
Although, 
The light strips your presence from mine, 
Nef ther death nor life, · 
Nor night nor day, 
Can dissolve the bond of our father/daughter theme. . 
pus riot. - i•ve it~ver been hit 
on the head with a club, 
dragged into the chance to 
throw back tear gas canisters. 
These are things l 've longed 
for, I feel they will never hap-
pen here in Ithaca. Monday 
-was my last ditch effort for 
that riot of my dreams. 
Korner: That's just it. You. 
got to go looking for a cause. 
The Ira!} crisis was a perfec_t 
example ... that care-package 
' of a country made fools of us. 
While their students were out 
·having a great time protesting 
and carrying on like animals, ' -
we were home cutting out rib-
. hons to: pin on peoole. Did 
Chrystine Vance 
you ever see Abbie Hof-
fman cutting ribbons out? . 
Ribbons are whimpy. We 
don't need something as big as 
the Iran thing. But as soon as 
I got some peopl_e out there sit-
ting dowri·, their we would. 
come up with an idea or two. 
We would start with small 
cau!.~S at first. 
Komer: Let's say yo1f did get 
some people to sit down and 
protest, then what? . ., 
Starship: I don't really know·1 
never got that far~· but there 
would probably be lots .cif 
singing, speeche,s,. c_hants; 
. continued on·p.12 
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Health Administration Sponsoring 
HAPPY HOUR 
At The Pines Fri. Feb. 11th 
,,... 
AMORE VALENTINE 
WITH THE FINEST Imported Belgian 
and Italian Chocolates splendidly boxed 
from Bonkers. 
Also a complete selection of domestic 
chocolates, jelly bellys and all your 
favorite candies! 
BONKERS CHOCOLA TIERS 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
Sundays 2-5 
. -·- --·--·- ..... --............ -· - - -- -- --
., 
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AS,)ATl 
GAftDE,._, 
~tSf AURJ\Nf1 
Cl,ine,;e Am«·ril'an Food 
118 W. Stale ~treet 2 72- 7.'J;,0 
(,'hit1POP AmPrir,w footl •Prri>,I 1/,r 
U'(J_Y ,vou likP it. l,u11rl1r1111 "l'""ial,r 
•rrrPtl tlail,,'(PXrP/JI ,,,, Morufoy•I. 
Asiatic Garden 
The Asiatic Garden has been ~n Ithaca favorite since its doors first opened in 
1931. Managed by the same family even today.the Asiatic Garden offers a 
complete Chinese menu along with classic, American dinners. The restaurant 
is located just west of The Commons on West State Street. The facade is 
done in a Chinese style, the interior simple and quiet, but don't let this fool 
you. The food is superb. 
The Asiatic Garden is open daily for lunch and dinner, except on Mondays. 
Also on the menu is a special vegetarian section, along with an assortment of 
special combination dinners. The Ithacan recommends that you try this 
Ithaca landmark. You will like the price and you'll love the food. 
-------------------------:--:------:-:::---=:----:::-.-high I y recommend The Char Pit's 
:},../" ... On, 0/ 
.J,,,,.,,,. ·• 
Ou{Jfo.ndin9 /!!,./a,.,o.n/J 
S,n,. 1932 
o EXCELLENT ITALIAN CUISINE 
oPRIME RIBS 
• BANQUET FACILITIES 
• 2 LARGE DINING ROOMS 
TU~13ACf\~, 
The Grand'9_ame of Ithaca, N Y. 
ROUTE 13 - ELMIRA.ROAD - (607) 272-6484 
' ...:._-~ 
Dinner 7 Nights 
Saturday and Sunday Brunch 
continued from p. IO 
things to read and all-that. 
Korner: You've got to plan all 
that beforehand, you are the 
radical leader! 
Starship: Listen man, it's 
been a long time since the 
Newark Eight! There ain't no 
Apex Training School in riot 
planning. 
because that's the American 
way. 
Korner: Thank you Mr. Star-
ship. 
Authors Note: To all 
youngsters out there: 
protesting is something that 
you shouldn't try at home. 
Protesting is something that 
should · be done only by 
professionals. 
SPECIALTY 
Tl,,, (,'lwrl'it ;. /,,.,1 lcnmrn f11r 
Prirnr Ri/1• a11tl frt••I• Fi•/1. 
RPwtmabl_,· prirr,I, tl1i• rr•tm,ru11t 
;. a ma•I durit11? tl1r 1uek 1r#1P11 all 
111rnu 11rirPlf c1rp our tlollar off. 
SPECIALTY 
Joe•11 i11 an llfilirin-Arnf'rirt1n 
rr•taurant wi1l1 /u,1r/1p• 1111tl ,..,,,.t,, 
Rl'rl't•d ,u,t·Pn ,/,i_l·tr o rrt•,•/,. 7·/u•rf' 
CJr,, tlail.,· 1tJJPrit1lx ,uu/ lunr/r iH 111•r-
r1•tl Hlnrtinl! n I I I :00. 
SPECIALTY 
1'1•/,inf! /Jurh·. u·/111/p or hnlf ortl,•r• 
H1•rr1•1l u·ir/, rl1i111•1ft' 11u111·11/.,•11. 
1111ri11t! onion ,·,u·uru/wr <Jlltl lloi 
,','1•11 HUlll't•, 
SPECIALTY 
Natimmlly k11mr11 for Nru· }or/, 
Rlt1tr rPl,!ioru,I roo/d,,f! a11,I 
pr,•rniurn ,\'ru: Yori, lfltJIP rrin,•,c. 
'muscular-continued from 
page I 
tying people. 
They say if it's physical, 
then it's therapy. With this 
logic, dancing for 12 hours 
must be extremely therapeutic! 
During the night cop.testants 
had to follow the specified 
rules. Everybody had to dance 
the full 12 hours. Nobody Korner: O.K, O.K, is there 
anything else you would like 
--------------+. -could leave the dance area 
to add'! 
Starship: Yeah, I might have 
failed this week but soon there 
will be another time, probably 
in the spring with a lesser 
chance of snow. - And we, the 
students will rise to the oc-
casion . protesting !if~, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness, 
Valentine-contiued from page 
6 
without permission; people 
had to be in motion while the 
music was playing; they could 
not dance barefoot; people 
smiled and said ... "I'm had to dispfay general en-
hope(ul.. if people are willing thusiasm and be supportive; 
to open their hearts.'' _, no alcohol was allowed; dan-
Open yours, this Valentines cers had to wear their iden-
Day. tification number<: at all tames. 
Char Pit 
The Char Pit is a restaurant that is 
wrongfully overlooked, due only to 
its location. But after one dinner 
there, it is almost a guarantee that 
you shall return. The Char Pit is 
located across from Party Mart on the 
Elmira Road. 
From its name, you can bet that The 
Char Pit is best known for its Choice 
Strip Steak ($13.95) and its delectable 
and reasonably priced Prime Rib. I 
Joe's Restaurant 
Joe's Restaurant, located on the cor-
ner of Meadow Street and West Buf-
falo, has a reputation among the local 
residents as being a fine family 
restaurant. Joe's has been in Ithaca 
for over 50 years, with an untarnished 
·reputation for fine Italian American 
~.11srne. Their prices arc very 
reasonable. We recommend you try 
Chef Peking 
tremendous deal on Friday's, a com-
plete I 2 to 14oz. fish dinner for 
only$5.95. All entrees include a salad 
from the well stocked salad bar, which 
includes fresh, homemade soup, and 
also a baked- potato or spaghetti. The 
meals are fantastic, the meat, top 
quality. It is also one of the cleanest 
restaurants I have ever seen. 
The Ithacan recommends The Char· 
Pit for its casual atmosphere, pleasing 
prices, and the quality of its entree's. 
Give The Char Pit a try, you won't be 
sorry. 
their Prime Rib onThursday after-
noons and Saturday nights. It is 
always a bargain . 
The staff at Joe's takes pride in the 
preparation of all their meals. All of 
their pasta is homemade, assuring 
freshness and quality in all their 
Italian dinners. 
The Ithacan recommends Joe's for 
their reasonable prices and friendly 
service. If a business can survive the 
ordeals of the economy for fifty years, 
then it must live up to a reputation 
·that is flawless. Go Italian! 
Chef Peking, located on the corner of West State Street on Route 13, serves 
authentic Mandarin and Peking Chinese cuisine. Each day, the complete 
menu is complimented by a few of the chers many spec12,1n~ The main 
dining room at Chef Peking is open and spacious, with a high, beamed 
ceiling, and elegant lighting. It is a relaxed dining atmosphere. 
Aside from dinners, Chef Peking offers a daily luncheon special, Monday 
thru Friday between 11 :30am. and 2pm. Prices start at $2. 75 and each 
special includes a chicken or egg roll. The lunches and dinners are also 
available for take-out. Parking is very convenient, so why not try something 
new? Take a ride down to Chef Peking. 
and a wide selection of local wines. (3 
miles south of downtown on Route 
Turback~ 13). 
Turback's of Ithaca is located in the 
converted mansion of a 19th Century 
Millionaire. For 15 years a favorite of 
Ithaca College students, faculty, and 
alumni, Turback's features Prime 
Ribs, Steaks, Duck, Fresh Fish, and 
Creative Vegetarian Dishes, includes 
an elaborate Shrimp, Soup, Salad & 
Sµndae bar- and compliments it all 
with smiling service, generous drinks, 
Jud!,'.e~ wa!ked around during 
the night (morning) super-
vising the activities. When 
asked how she felt dancing for 
such a long, continuous time, 
Beth Small replied, '' I 
wouldn't have it any other 
way!" Another contestant ex-
claimed that the best thrill was 
going to watching the sun 
come up. The P.T.A. has been 
planning this event since Oc-
tober. "I'm really, really hap-
py it turned out to b!! such a 
success," beamed Dzialga. 
Upcoming winter Carnival 
events includ,e: The Rommate 
Game, tonight; Flag Football; 
"D·r. Zhivago, Darren_ 
Shepherd and Friends and .the 
100 days party at the North 40 
on Fridav. Saturday there will 
be ultimate frisbec, the same 
film, and a beach party in the 
Terrace Dining Hall. Sunday 
will conclude the annual Win-
ier Carnival. Featured ac-
tivities are: Volleyball games, 
"Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolfe". and Comedian 
Robert Klein for the finale. 
" ··: 
Febmary 10. 1983 
THE'barman 
124 N AURORA ST 
2n-91os 
RESTAURANT AND TAKEOUT IL. 
--;Mr~--~--
TUES-SA"il' 
11:30 am- 9 pm 
. CENTINIS' 
CODDINGTON RESTAURANT 
HOMEMADE PASTAS INCLUDE FETTUC:NE 
LASAGNA And MANICOTTI, Also 
HOMEMADE SAUSAGE AND DESSERTS 
VEAL SPECIALTIES - GREAT ITALiAN WINES 
HAVE OVER 30 DIFFE.RlNT KINDS (11 
ITALIAN WINES IN STOCK 
STEAKS, CHOPS ANO FR SHRIMP 
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED 
ON WEEKENDS - Ph. 273-0802 
124 Coc:ldin2ton Road - ITI-!ACA 
.Dcwi11 Mall 
.ethnic night 
on Sunday 
.273-9610 
. fresh fish nn 
wcl·kends 
.,l!ourmet 
. d;1ily spl·cials \·egetarian 
fine international and original cuisine 
I06 W. Green Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607)272-8393 
r-
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e le .. ---, __ ; •, ,· ' '. 
SPECIALTY 
Origi11<1/i1_,. <1t1d frP•lrnl'•• of 
rui1tin11 1rir/, onP of d1p n10111 exlt1r, .. 
11irP 1dnP li11tH in du• linit,•tl Stnt,•w. 
SPECIALTY 
Sp,1dnl1i,,1t irr,·lu,/,, (."~101rrl,•r .. 11u11-
d1rir/r,•x. Hl1•um.. /Jroil,,,t c.~· fri,•,I 
,wufoml. 
SPECIALTY 
Home made pasta including •euucini 
and' manicotti, also hame · made 
sausage and desserts. Superb location, 
Coddington Road near Hudson 
Hieghts. 
SPECIALTY 
1Ut10H1·u·ootl f,•t1tur,•H ori{!inul. 
,,/,,gnnt/., ,,r,•1u1rrd 1·,•µ,•111rinn 
ruixi111• 1w1·11 11 tlr1y11 11 u·,•p/, u·itl, 
fr,•x/1 fish ,,,, u.,.,,J,,,,1,/,c. Tl,,•.,· sPrn• 
/,omflmut/,, 1l1•x111•rt.ic. Jrt•,.,/1 fJUHlu 
Jfetl111•11tluy nil,!lll,c. ,uul nu 1•1·Pr1in,: 
of ,•tlu,ic food from ,, pnrtif'ulnr 
ro1111tr_, or rt•t!ion 1•1·1•ry ."i1111,luy 
11i{!,l11. 
SPECIALTY 
llu1111_,. /four. lut,• 11if!,l11. ,,r,.ry 
11i{!l11 u·itl, 2 for I dri111< •111•riul,. 
T/ri• i• I 111111. - lrmr. 
•Giant ~ltzrp11,.it1u 
MPxir-1111 llot (.'lrir-/r,•11 lr'irr{!.•, 
rt1l1•tl 11111111,pr I i11 lthar11 /,_,. 1/,,, 
lll1tirt1 'fi11111x. 
The Greystone Inn 
The Greystone Inn is by far one of 
the top restaurants in up state New 
York. As quoted from the Rochester 
Democrat Chronicle (Jan. 2nd, 1983) 
"We consider the Greystone Inn one 
of the best restaurants in this part of 
the country with gourmet food, 
preparations, a spectacular wine list, 
super service and reasonable prices." 
All Greystones sauces are made and 
prepared while your meal is being 
cooked. They believe in freshness and 
originality. There arenocorners being 
cut, when a meal is being prepared. If 
is isn't fresh·, then it isn't served. They 
rthrive on their reputation. 
The Fisherman 
The atmosphere at Greystone is in a 
•Colonial style dining room. Softly lit. 
by candlelight, it is an entourage of 
romance in an exquisite elegant set-
ting. Service is excellent. 
The menu is a variety of French and 
Continental cuisine with entrees' 
ranging from Long Duckling to 
Coqulles St. Jacques Parisienm. 
Each one of these gourmet delights 
arc individuallv prepared. 
When one asks "about the 
Greystone Inn", the reply can be 
made up of a variety of words and 
phrases: Exquisite ,kill fully prepared, 
subdued, elegant, delectable. We 
prefer just saying, "tres hon" 
Have you ever wondered about the lobsters in the windows on the corner of 
North Aurora and Seneca as you head for The Dugout or The Pines? Well 
stop wondering. Those windows belong to The Fisherman, a seafood 
restaurant and market. 
The Fisherman offers a delicious selection of seafood and other dishes, for 
both lunch and dinner. Fresh fish, shellfish, and live lobsters are cooked to 
order, and are also available for take-out. The atmosphere is open and 
bright, the restaurant clean, the service good. So if you miss good, fresh 
seafood, head downtown to T-he Fisherman. lf's quite a catch. 
Coddington Restaurant 11-1--:-::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:-.:::::::::.:.:.-:-:-:- , 
The ':oddingtonRestaurant is the most great Italian wines. fhe restaurant has 
conveniently located eating spot for been owned and managed by the Cen-
lthaca College community. Located , tfoi family since 1934, and you can be 
in a quiant red house just a few door· sure that their experience will guaran-
down from the I.C. Security builctin~ tee you a good dinner, and a good 
and directly acruss from Hudson time. 
Heights, the Coddington offers a wide The prices are very reasonable, and 
variety of homemade Italian dishes in ,the portions very filling. The Cod-
a relaxed,-casual setting. dington also offers a take out service. 
Aside.from the delicious Italian din- 'Pizi.a, pasta, and Italian sandwiches 
)Jers available, the Coddington are all available to go. Just pick up 
Restaurant featui;,es a wide seleflion of the phone, or better yet, head down to 
The Coddington Restaurant yourself 
for some delicious Italian homestyle 
Moosewood Restaurant cooking. 
The Moosewood Restaurant is cer-
tainly one of the most unique in the 
Tompkins County area. Not just that 
the fair b vegetarian, but also in that 
the restaurant is a cooperative 
business. The eighteen owners all 
i share the responsibilities of managing 
and servicing the restaurant. For this 
reason, you can be sure that the 
quality of the food and service will be 
tops. 
The Moosewood is famous for its wide 
selection of dinners, served in a 
seemingly limitless number of com-
binations. The menu changes daily, 
and the Moosewood's wide variety of 
recipes have been compiled into a best 
Dos Amigos 
Dos Amigos is certainly one of the 
most popular student dining spots in 
Ithaca, and for good reason. Dos 
Amigos serves outstanding Mexican 
food at great prices. Entree's start as 
low as S I.65. The restaurant is con-
veniently located on West Green St., 
just off of the Commons. 
selling paperback cookbook. The 
food is strictly vegetarian, but don't 
let that fool you. The dishes are hear-
ty and tasty enough to satisfy the 
starchest meat and potato lover. 
Prices are quite reasonable, and the 
portions are large and attractively 
arranged. All entrees include a salad . 
All of the ingredients used are fresh, 
and purchased locally whenever 
possible. The Ithacan highly 
• recommends the Moosewood for a 
unique change. 
The staff at Dos Amigos is fast, ef-
ficient, and eager to make your dining 
experience as pleasant as po- sible. 
The menu includes a wide selection of 
snacks, entrees and desserts, and you 
must not forget their giant margaritas 
and oversized drinks. Dinner is served 
nightly until 12:30am, and late night 
happy hour at Dos Amigos between 
11 pm and I am can't be beat. The 
Ithacan recommends you head on 
down to Dos Amigos and add a little 
spice to your life. 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
lL~QUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
1D I. C. <..AMPUS 
2 I 8 ON 11-IE COl\1MONS 
611 fFeatuirDng the Finest SeDecttD@li'il· 
of N.Y. State Wlnes19 
272-2111 
,. 
I 
I 
..I 
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Announcements 
l'cllo",hip, 
1984-84 1-1.M. LEI-IMAN 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 111 
Social Sdcncc;, Public Affair,, and In-
ternational Affair~. E-.ach av.:ard will he 
up to $19,000 over a maximum of four 
years. The fcllow,hip is for full-1irnt· 
re!,ident graduate ~tudy in an ap-
propriate graduate program in an ap-
proved college or univcr~ity in Ne" 
York State beginning in September 
1983. Applica11011 dcaJlinc: ~larch 4, 
1983. For complete details and ap-
plication~ contacl. Career l'lanmng 
and Placement Office, fir,1 floor, Gan-
n ell Center 
Tc,t An,ie1y Group- ·r he Counseling 
~-enter v. ill be ol fenng a "' week group 
for ,1uden1, who behe,e 1he~ rnuld do 
better on tc,t, if they were le,, anx1tn1, 
Call for an in11ial ,e\\ion, 274-3136 
Announcement 
Financial Aid Forms (F/ff's) are now 
available in the Office of Financial 
Aid, located on the third floor of the 
Egbert Union. This form MUST be 
completed in order for you to be con-
sidered for aid for 183-84. Please pick 
one up as won as possible to me-et the 
appropriate deadline. Any Questions? 
Cr.II the Office of Financial Aid at 
274-3 I 31. 
Ad,·erti5ing Internships-The American 
As,ociation of Adverti,ing Agencies is 
,pon!,ormg the I 983 Minority Student 
l·cllow!,(11p program. Tim is a ten 
\\eek, summer intern,hip opportumty 
where participating ~1 utlent~ are 
placed with a cooperating advcrti!,ing 
agency. Application Deadline: 
February 18th. For applications and 
details contact Vicki Cox at the Office 
of Career Planning. 1st noor, Gan-
nett. 
Manageme111 lnlernship·s--Tiie 
American Management Association,, 
Inc is currently offering scvrr'al inter-
nship opportunities. lntcrships cover 
v·ari9us time periods from March 
through September. For details con-
tact: Office o( Career Planning. 
. ,, _. 
\..areers in Education Day;Thc· 
Southeastern Penn~ylvania 
A~~ociation of School Administrator, 
will sponsor "Carccr5 In Education" 
on March 19th. This is an opportunity 
for prospective teachers to invc,tigate 
job pos,ibilitic~ in Ea'1crn Pen-
nsylvania. For more i1rlorrnation con-
tact: Office of Career Planning. Gan-
nett Center. 
Per,onal Lm~ Group- The coun,cling 
Center will be ,pomoring a three 
,c"ion group for ,tudent, who have 
experienced the death of ,omconc they 
loved. It will be held on three Sunday,, 
beginning January 30th from 3:00--1:30 
p.m. Call 274-3136 to sign up. 
Dr. Phillip Bennet speak, on 
The Threat of Nuclear War: What 
About the Ru~sian,? 
film .The Nixon Legacy, meet the 
'men' behind the bomb~. 
Eat111g Di,ortler, Group- The Coun-
,clmg Center i~ ,pon,onng an ongomg 
froup for ~tudcnt, who ha,e an eating 
dl\order. If you rind your,clf binging 
and vomiting, or binging and fa,ting, 
you may find this group helpful. Call· 
Dr. \\<1lcy at 274-3136 for more mfor-
matmn. 
~ponsored byS.T.A.N.D. 
February 16, 7:30pm February 10, 8:00pm ,I 10 
Science 202 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON: College Republican Meeting 
February 10, Thursday 
8:30pm 
Students interested in studying at the 
Ithaca College London Center arc in-
vited to a Crossroads Party on Thur-
sday, February 17th, the Union 
Crossroads, 8:15 p.m. Enjoy slides, 
snacks--and chat with ~tudcnts who 
have just returned from a semester's 
stay in London. 
De MottRoom 
Nev., Members Welcome' 
Riders Wanted 
Go Greyhound round trip lo Hempslead 
for fusl S36 00 tJcw Yo,~ c,1y for 
S36 00 ancl Aulf.ilo tor only S?'i ,10 
Conven1en1 Ldmpus cfepcrlurr.s and 
rel um lr1ps C,!11 272· 7930 for 
schedules ;!ncl mlor111ill1on 
... ,- \ 
··s;)(/11 
ifhelre~s a !better way 
1t@ get there this Springe 
Greyhound 1s going your way with trouble-free. economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft. reclining seat and plenty of room 
for carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the nde you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Friday Ithaca. NY .. Lv 12 55p 3 15p 3 40p 6 OOp 
Syracuse . .. Ar 4 35p 7 35p 
New York . A1 5 30p 8 15p 
Hempstead Ar 7 10p 
Sunday Hempstead Lv 8 _45a 11 05a 
New York 
-· 
Lv 3 OOp 6 30p 
Syracuse .. .Lv 4 OOp 7 OOp 
Ithaca .... ..... Ar 7 35p 5 53p 11 30p 8 34p 3 10p 5 15p 
For convenient daily service and complete intormal1on call 272-793D. 
Schedules 0pera1e every weekend exccpl during hol1c:Jays. exam week arid scmcs1er break ~nces and schedules 
sub1ect to change Some service requires reservat,ons · 
t'.1981 Greyhound Lmos, Inc 
l ... ' 
Depression Group 
"The Counciling Center is sponsoring a 
six session group for students who are 
' experiencing feelings of depression. 
Call 274,3136 for. an: initia_l" appoin-
tment. The g1oup begins on February 
17th from 3;30-~:00pm'." . 
Assertiveness Training. The coun-
5eling Center will be offering a four 
session group for students who would 
like to learn more about their behavior 
and, way~ of responding assertively. 
The group begins on February 2nd. 
and will be held four Wednesdays 
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. Call 274-3136 to 
sign up. 
A WRT CAREER DAY 
AWRT C11reer Da~·-The American 
Women In Radio anti Tclcvi"on arc 
,ponsoring their 10th Annual Career. 
Day., This will take place on ~1an:h 
I Ith in New York City. 
Representative~ from the networks, 
independcn1 ~tatiom, cable,, and 
radio will tell \ ou :1bou1 the industrv 
and discu~, where ,ht· Job~ arc and 
how to gel thezll. If you're interested 
you need t(, liurry, the registration 
dcaclltnl' h 1; \l week. For details con-
1act: Office ot Career Planninl!, I st 
floor, Gann~!, ;·cuter. 
February 10, 1983 
A limited number of openings will 
be available for Ithaca College studen-
ts who wish to transfer to the School 
of Communications for the Fall 1983 
.semester. Applications ..will be 
available starting Monday, February 
7, 1983 in.the office of the Dean of the 
School of Communications. Ap-
plications will· be accepted: fQ.r-·th<(" · 
following programs: Television-
R:idio, Cinema & Photography, Cor-
porate/Organizational Media. 
Majors in the School of Business may 
also apply for the Communications 
Management program. The deadline 
for all applications is Friday, March 4, 
1983. 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
SCHOOL Ot' BUSINESS IS AC-
CEPTING APPLICATIONS ... OR 
TRANSFER 
Frosh may not apply until their second 
scme~tcr. 
While each case is considered on an 
•ndividual basis, applications who 
have: I) a cumulative average of 2.5 or 
above.and 
2) have completed math courses (13-
105, 108),economics courses (06-121, 
122), a writing course (77- ), natural or 
applied science course(s) will rccicve 
the strongest consideration. 
Applications are available in the 
School of Business office on the four-
th (4th) floor of the New Academic 
Building. 
Deadline for completed transfer ap-
plications is March 4th. Rl 
Moosewood Restaurant 
gourmet vegetarian 
fine international and·original cuisine 
DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 273-9610 
P1zza'n Bacon: 
. . . . 
:A great combination! Try·our 
,real B~con topping on your- next 
;l~izza_.I=,R·EE ... just a~~!.* 
I?izzas Delivered to Your Doori 
Purlgiets Pi330 
211 EBmira Road 
· •First Trimester Abortions 
e Confident/al Cournellng 
•One Visit & Follow-up 
$210 lab fees Included 
· lllloo,=e 6t Salomo/lEpstein. MD. 
I LI II fl(f. lllOl[ff j JOlJ[(j . 
-~ Pklza · 1-772-8757 
~' • L 
.. 
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-N) - Nabc~nue:r 
usic Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars 
Fl - Ford Auditor iu<:1 
February ll February ll .& 12 - P'1l>M=if 13 
Dilncc Crecnroo::i, Main SAB Cflm- Dr, Zhivago, Personal LoO!J Grou2, 
Theater, 8 p,; Textor 102, 6 & 9:30 pr.1: Connect 510, 3 pm 
Facul cy Soprano Recital, admission chorged February 14 
Pat r 1cc Pastore, 8: 15 p:ri FebruarrJ 13 
(F) SAB f Um - llho' o Afraid Ph!sical Educntion February 12 Student Teacher Seminar, 
of Virginia Woolfo, Croosroada, 9ac-3pm 
Dance Crccnroo~, Hain Textor 102, 8 p~; 
Theater, a pc adritis~ion ch,1,rgcd Walt Dloacl World Intern-
ohiE oe:2ortunltieo 
faculty RecitaJ, ~i: February 16 Secainar, career Lounge, Soprano. 8: 15 pm (F) Gannett, 10 am 
Womc_n Direct Film Series, February 13 New f Um by Joel De Mott Fcb:zoum,y 15 
Chorus, Wor.:cn I s Chorale, Textor 102, 7 pm Phyaical Education 
Syr.iphonic Band. Jp,n (;') Student Teacher Scr:iinar, 
Dcspci:_-!_J}~· ~,pen 1111,; for February 18 Croesroa.do, 10am-2pm 
Rubcrl Klein, lien Llght SAB £ il,n - The Wor Id February 16 
r.ym. 8 pm According t<' Car2, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pa; Lecture by Gil Noble, FebruarJJ 14 admission charged sponsored by Afro-
Faculty Chamber Recital, Sister Man: l&na.tius La.tin Society, Textor. 103, 7:30 P1'1 8:15pr.ilf) Exe:lainG It All For You, 
February 1? Hain Thcntcr, 8 pm 
' 
~};u Alphn Sr:iokcr. 
&n,..;!.._ill.E],!,!_..!_O_ta - Rush 
:"c~r~.u· .. • ff 
Con temporary Chut:'.ber 
Ln:icr.:blc, 8:15 P"' (F) 
K_.-ippa Cncim.l. Psi StlOkcr 
Febr:,ar,1 17 
1( Trombone Troupe, 8: 15 Pl 
(I') 
~'!_Phi E2si lon Rush 
Compiled by the 
Off ice of Cat:pus 
FebruartJ 18 Activities - dg 
,~ustin Anitvas, Pianist, 
lC Concerts, 8: lS pi:i; 
admission charged 
BIG SALE! 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
SO 0/4. off all remaining men's 
and women's~winter sweaters 
DOWNTOWN AT CENTER ITHACA 
Meetings 
February 11 
Naviso.toro Fcllovoh1E: t 
De.Motte Rm. Union, 7: JOpm 
Fabl'UlU'IJ 12 
In terr ac ial / t n cerc1i&l cur a 1 
Communicationa Workoho2, 
Claoo members only, 
Croooro.ido, 2 - 5 pm 
Feb'l"Uary 13 
lnterrac iol/ Intcrcul turn! 
Coccunications Works hoe, 
Class cecber.o only, 
Crossroads, !Oar:, - 2 pc 
Fab'l"Uary 14 
Alcohol Education Con:mlttcd 
Job Rm, Union 4 pr., I 
Friends of Israel, Muller I Chapel, 5:30 pa 
February 15 
' I 
Hillel, lluller Chapel, 5pm, 
Student Consrcsa, Union 
Dining Hall, 8 pa 
February 16 
Networking: The Art of 
Professional Cont.actat 
Workshop, Gannett 114, 
10 am 
Leaderihip Workahop, 
Recruitment 1 Retention & 
Motivation, DeHottc Rm, 
Union, 5:30 pm 
Fal>M=if 18 
Havil<acors Fellovahio, 
OeMotte Rl:I, Union, 7:30pm 
Sports Etcetera ___ __, 
Fcbr:.J.ar:, :~ 
lC JV Basketball v~ 
Cornell,6pm {II) 
lC Varsity Bask.ctbal I v~. 
Clarkson, a pro (II) 
Fcbruar!f 12 
lC Women I s ln<loor J ra,k 
Invitational ,J Cort lanU 
IC Woocn' !. S\Jitnr'ling V!.> 
East Stroudsburg, lp.n (,\) 
IC Wrcstlin~ at ICA.C'!o 
10 am (11) 
IC MPn'~ S'wir.:nini(, v•,. 
Hobart. 2 pm ( 11) 
lC Varsity na~kctbal I v•, 
St. La\Jrcnce, 7 pr.i (II) 
Fcbl".uir:1 ; 5 
IC \.Jomcn's Baskctb,,1 I v~ 
Scranton, 7 pm (II) 
IC \./o::-:cn's Sw1mmrnR v .. 
Rochester, 7 prn (II) 
ft:b1·~:.:.1·.· ~·· 
!C JV Basketball vs Hll 
6 pm (A) 
IC Men's Sw11::n1ng vs 
Blngharnton/RPl, )pe1 (A) 
IC Wrestling v~. Binghar.:-
ton/RPI, 7 pc, (A) 
IC Varsity Basketbal I vi, 
R!T, B pm (A) 
F ebl'Wll'!J 1 7 
IC \Jo~en's Baskl!tball V!, 
Rochester, 7 pea (A) 
Fcb,-....taJ•y ; = 
IC WotJCn' s Gyr.inast ic~, 
Northeastern ..,/Indiana 
7 pm (H) 
Send 
Fcl.,, .. .....,J.J':J • : 
~J.r i_":_ ",11,·1•lll' 11.J t. 
FricoJ..,, tr,• ... -.1,•,lll· 9-,;r,;. 
rt_.~ h,,.th.1: I 1,,1·, .. 
.! prn 
F,: ,-,.a,·. : 
\..Ji_llll.'T l,ll"lll\,1, 
K_c_a,1!.._r.irt;. 1 .. r1 ... , 
IHnln1 ll.111 .... , -.1 
..,1Jc. :1 p;-
Fci , ..... a,·.· , 
\'_o_l_l_c;,li,111 1 .. 1:- .. -., 
: ,,,. 
l>c_l t_,I. _J'_',,_1 J:,lj'J'•I i{u-.,J 
l<_U_liD~l £LT I .. . 
lll'll l 11:11( , .... . 
,: .1::1, J<l:"11 ...... 1,•11 
chaq: .. •J 
Fe rt.....:1·.· •• 
C.:,1thut1 .. l'cn,11h.l 
·s"i_r~;_i_s·;, Ch,;p, I 
7 pn 
Fd::1·:..,:n• .• . ,· 
Ash \..'cc.Jnc~J.1\ 
Se·r·\:-j" ... -c~ ." -tl1,1pL· i, II.·s 1:i:; 1• ... 
-.. ,,,, .. 
J.on<lon Center tr,·~~ 
road~ r.1rt\, Lni .. 1n 
Cros .. ruJU!. /Hu I 1 ... r, 
8: 15 pm 
Del ta P~ 1 KJJ!.1'·1 
Rusi! 
Fabrc..c.::.1·!· ;.: 
Last nav \.:itlic.Jr,1 .. : 
w/ "\.I" for Blo .. k 
1 CourscM 
VALENT·INE 
BALLOON 
BOUQUETS 
'$7050 
Send m Singing 
VALENTINE 
col U now 271,-:4 
CAP&GOWN 
ORDERS 
·21s1 
Seniors, Masters 
must place or-
·store- lby Web 25 
9am-5pm 
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Minority-continued fro1n1 page 
1 
when exhibits clearly cnpened 
up her intents. Kmrui con-
tinually addressed how jmpor-
tant it was to prepare well 
academically. "Mrs. Korf's 
experiences served as a 
prototypic model," said 
graduate student Martin 
Caballero, ''Whereby other 
students can learn fronn her if 
seeking an individU1alized 
profession." 
As a graduate of Ithaca 
College, Schelley Miichelle-
1mn ('81) said that extra-
curricular activites in college 
motivated her career c:hoice. 
Schelley, now an Ad-
ministrative Supervisor for the 
COSEP program at Cornell 
University, became involved in 
a variety _ of student affairs · 
organizations including the 
Minority Advisory Program, 
KUMBA and the Peer Career 
Counselor Program. Her 
message to the audiemce was 
purely identical in saying, 
"We share similar ex~riences 
both in college and in the job 
market.'' She used to manage 
a budget of 1,000 d0>llars in 
KUMBA. She now manages a 
budget of a million dollars in 
COSEP. Schelley imcreased 
the awareness of the st udentry 
by explaining the self-imitiative 
students must have to go out 
and find '' steppini-stone 
positions." In fact, there is a 
great deal of satisfaction in 
any job and students are ad-
vised not to limit themselves. 
"Having a directjon that 
can fit into your goal'.' was 
best emphasized by Pat 
Thompson, manager of 
Workman's Compensation 
Department for the :Eastman 
Kodak Company. Miss 
Thompson's extensive ex-· 
perience in many job5 proved 
valuable enough to atttain her 
present position. Lea'Ving her-
self open provided insight and 
developed comfort as Miss 
Thompson transcendced from 
law school. With the job 
market being business orien-
ted, Miss Thompson s ugg~sted 
that students acquirr:! typing 
and business courses as well as 
have good writing amd inter-
per son al commumication 
skills. Without these skills, it 
can become difficult for the 
students to meet standard 
requirements in any career. 
Mrs. Brenda Brown is an 
Employment Interviewer from 
the New York State Depar-
tment of Labor in Nlew York 
City. "Students generally do 
well in something tlhey have 
the most potential.' ' Mrs. 
Brown said,its O.K. to fall into 
a major and later ha\Je second 
thoughts. :: After di·scovering 
that she was "people orien-
ted" Mrs. Brown pursued a 
career in social relartions and 
has found ~omplete: satisfac-
tion. She believes th=it studen-
ts shouldn't worry ttoo much 
about careers, but sluould con-
centrate all their efforts into a 
skill, or course of study that 
they feel most comfortable in. 
Mrs. Brown's.function in 
the Department of L.abor is to 
refer and place people in jobs. 
With the help of GA TE, 
General Ability Te:st Exam, 
she is able to detec1l areas of 
potential the indivi,dual may 
knowingly or unknowingly 
have, and place that person.in 
the right job. It is very impor-
tant then. for stU1dents. to 
reconsider career clnoices and 
con~nued-pn~e J(i 
-
... 
-..... 
" 
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Personals 
To My Roommates-yes, you 
too Terence, Remember the 
quote of the day-"VD-catch 
the spirit.'' 
To My Florida Partner-
Spring break should be one 
hell of a time-even if it is from 
across the room. Those moon 
lit beaches will have to do. 
Happy V'day and B'day!! 
Love · 
Space-Less Smile 
P.S. I won't unbutton my shirt 
Dear Lip Case and Neck 
Lamp, 
How's old London towne?? 
Boy, would J like to hear from 
you!!! Happy V'day! I miss 
the lunches! 
love, 
The Blond Alan Funt 
Dear Ronnie ~nd Justin, 
Happy Valentines Day! 
Looking forward to next year 
and the hourse. 
Love Ya, 
K.A. 
Happy Valentines Day 
Your Friend 
To the guys on the third floor-
dMay I play in the 
Stratematic Basketball Valen-
tines Tournament? Or is Mr. 
"Please, Holy Toledo" taking 
it home with him? 
Love. 
?? 
Bunny Jo, 
Let's play in the snow, 
'G:ause I hope you know, 
I love you so! 
If you'll be mine, 
I will be fine, 
I know you'll be mine, 
So 1 'll be just fine! 
Sponge, Sponge me do,. 
)'ou know I'll Rock you. 
I 'II know I'll Rock you, 
I'll always be true, 
So ple-e-ease, ... 
Sponge me do-o 
BJ,DJ,SP, J love all of you! 
-:,s' Twue, it's Twue. Happyp 
Valentines Day 
. Love, (I'll give you just one 
guess? ... right) 
To a true Southern Gen-
tleman. 
Happy Valentine's Day from 
your Northern friend ... 
A~ Alway~. 
I love you 
Amy 
!QUE 
Thanks for always being 
there, I love you, you prep 
J 
My Dearest Madge. 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Your body drives me CRAZY! 
000,000,000. 
Love alway~. 
Plaid Short~ 
E-.le amour vou!J-J 
Good friends Get Together-At .... 
THIS IFJRH'DA Y FebruaQ· 11th 
NORTH4 
·vou can carry It Aliaaa 
in your 118 RucllJaclt ThlS sturdy pack has a large main compartment for 
books and two ha~ outside pock91s fo, your wallet, eolcukllor. poncils 
and~- 1rs mode ot durable COO!ect nylon pock cloth. 4• x 1s• x 16" high, 
with a csrowstrlng top and secure top flap, 'Nalsl strap and poddOCI shoulder 
strops make this a super comlor1able pock. Capacity· 1280 cu. In WI: 14 oz 
=:~~~reen IICM-6029-Rus! $19.95ppd 
REI guarantees scrtlsfaclion Of your mooey back. 
----------------------------0 Send me a lreo color ca!olog. Please sond __ !?El Rucl<sack{s), 
Rockin-
- I wrint .to rock with you all 
night, rock you into day light! 
Plea!>e Jon!t deny me my only 
wish 011 V.l)ay! 
Love You, 
An Anono_myous Bomber 
Shrubs 
Have a happy Valentines 
Day, I love you, keep on 
smiling 
Heathen 
Dear Trots and Company. 
Just think, thi~ time next 
year we can have a wild orgy in 
the apartment to celebrate 
V. D (Valentine's Day-you 
pervert~) Get kp'iyched. 
Wilbur 
Haver- . 
Happy V:-Day. You have all 
my thoughls and Jove. I mb, 
you while you arc away. Love 
'ipreads germs qukk. MaJ..c 
me in1:rcd1bly ill. 
L.Y.T.T.F. 
Honey Runny 
Dear Mandy, 
Happy Valentines DAy, 
your ·friend!>hip and the c;o 
many good limews that we 
have already spent. together 
only indicates the more good 
times to come and I promh,e 
not to introduce you as my 
great friend with the great dir-
ty jokes. Lots of love. 
Guess who?(The shaker) 
To the Mod Squad, 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Keep your chins up. 
Captain Greer 
Hey Schmic, 
Will you be my valentine? If 
so, you better stop smooching 
with that bearded man. 
Susie Q, 
Love, 
Me 
Lunch soon? I owe you. 
Afterall, ii was smarl of you 10 
take advantage of my 
drunknes!>. Donuts for 
dessert? 
ILY, 
Fireball face fo1 ever 
To Tim&Brian 
The sweetest guys l'ye ever 
met: 
Happy Valentine's 'Day. 
Love ya-Pam 
Minority-continued from page 
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to connect their abilities to the 
right profession. 
After the speeches wer for-
mally heard, Assistant Direc-
tor for the Educational Op-
portunity Program, Earl 
Bryarit, reiterated the finer 
points of the program. Points 
that minorities should support 
one another and take advan-
tage of available resources. 
Also, · students shouldn't be 
afraid to consult teachers, 
counselors, professionals and 
friends who have professional 
experience and background in 
the career in which students 
search. 'Fi~-ally,. students 
should become familiar with 
the "RULES OF THE 
GAME", . ROLES OR 
PROCEDURES AND HA VE 
A DIRECTION TOWARDS Sond your check o, money order Of Qty. Color lfom' 
coll lcll lree· i-800-426 a40 f'NA res-
iden~ call i~-4894) -----,-~---
·-AGOAL. ._ .. 
~~ ----------------:--
Addtclsa ____ .:.,_ ____ ;...._ ___ _ 
City ZIP 
'"' 
P.O. lox C-88127, $11affle, WA 9St88 . 
~ Outdoor Geer and Clot'1lng SlnC8 t93a 
AP 
''Minority Professionals 
Nigh~." was~ made · J)Ossible. 
through the . minority affairs 
budget; and EOP in conj,un- ' 
ction with the Career Planning 
· Office. 
To our 2 favorite P. T .ers, 
Your 2 favorite lillle "Party 
Animals" are having the an-
nual Progressive Pennies Par-
ty in honor of Valentines Day! 
You supply the beer. we'll 
supply the chips and dip, (and 
pennies!) Be there of be 
-square, and don't forget to 
bring your "rules!" , 
We Luv U, Your I "party 
Animals"! xoxo , 
Billy, 
February 10, 1983 · · . 
Richie, 
Remember:Pancho's,Marty's, 
and the electric blanket. 
Don't forget:Wildwood days, 
Montauk waves, and the 
summer sunset 
Consider:New England clam 
chowder, rose wine, and our 
special times 
-Realize:AII of this; means so 
much, and it's part of 
"Dreamin'" 
Happy Valentines Day _to 
the· sweetest and most ~pecial 
_guy at J.C. I.L.Y! 
Dreamin' and Wi~hin' we were 
together on this Valentines's 
Day 
(Why did I pick a college so 
far away?) Love You Alwavs. Jov xox 
DEar Cathryn. 
Hev Bah,:! Be mine. Why 
Philip 
To Bushy: Ich Leiber, Du 
_ Ha,,py Valentin~s . Day 
Twice always friends, never 
strangers. . . 
Signed: New York ~,ty Nick 
Lauren 
Thanx for being ryhe best 
friend and· the best roommate 
ever! I know I can always 
count on you (at least as my 
only valentine!) I love ya! 
Love You Always, Joy 
xoxo 
Dear Mom Wilber, , 
Long distance is the next 
best thing to being lhere! 
Happy Valentines Day all the 
way from the Gardens to the 
Terraces! 
Love, 
The Kids 
To the ones they'll rriarry-
Happy Vai.!ntine's Dav and 
may .we all get a dozen roses .. 
Love, 
The girl with harmony 
Anne, 
Happy Valentine's ¾ Day! 
I'm glad your with me! I Love 
You! 
Jim 
SS, 
I was walking along.a beach 
when I found a shell ... 
I'm so glad I've got my s·hell. 
ILY'and Happy V-Day 
No. 22 
L.R.&I..F. 
Happy February 10th 
You're my favorite clarinetist 
Dear Ellen R. from Rumson, 
Will you be my .Valentine? 
FRom your Lawrenceville 
ol'days non-sober buddy! 
Career Information 
specialist, Vicki Cox felt a 
need for minorities to gain 
special interest and insfght 
which is why the program was 
set. Programs such· as this one 
is a basic fundamental need 
for students in · other 
educational departments. 
If you have an idea, a need 
for special insight _in your 
career; then, contact the 
Career Planning Office and 
chances ·are there may be a 
program especially for you 
and the entire Ithaca College 
Community. 
Love, 
Chrystine 
To my favorite ·Party Animals 
Lil'z and Lil'g-
It's so PT, 21 dub,Pines, 
Golden Almond. Am/PM, 
New Year's .Eve. lets gel di~h. 
I'm having !>Uch a good time, 
rncking face. There's always 
an extra hed available if one of 
you need-; ii. Slum-
bering,slumbering,slumbering 
Happy Valentine., Day 
Luv Ya 
Rockin' 
To McNab, 
Maybe we'll catch the next one 
together. 
P.Hubbs, MUMU,"T" as in 
"To,n", 
Love you guy!-. tons. bul I have 
to teach you how to dres~. 
The Mod Squad is ali,·c and 
well. 
Pamela 
Dear Shaky, 
Shake, rattle and blow. 
Sounds good to me. Thanh 
for being. there .. ,Happy Valen-
tines Day. I know you'll be 
booked up with all -your 
Michaels. Keep them 
shoulder!-. c;haking! 
I ove, Mongaloid 
P .S. \\:here arc the vegtable<.? 
Fletcher G. 
Will you be our Valentines? 
We'd love to be yours as long 
as you don't take advantage of 
us. 
We love you! 
P.C. and Mand M 
Bunny S. · 
You're so cute in the mor--
ning, but stop :stealing the 
covers. Things are looking up 
curie. L Who knows, maybe 
we'll become an item? You're 
so obnoxious but I love you 
anyway! Happy Valentines 
'_Day. CDASWMS. 
The kid with the blue ·under-
wear 
AML 
I'll follow you if you'll follow 
melLY 
RMW 
P .S. Happy I year and Valen-
tine's-Day · 
Dear Sharon, 
Try to find a little room in 
your ever popular heart for us 
unattached. Will you share 
<;ome of your flowers and can-
dy with us? 
Love, 
Goldie and the wench 
Dear Fish 
. I ~ouldn't make those long 
Wednesday nights without 
y.:>u. Like you said, you've got 
what it takes! 
. Happy Valentine's Day 
Love, another Ithacan Em-
plovee 
Cornflakes-
lsn 't ii nice to be legal agaln? 
I'm glad 'the weekend was fun. 
What''s the matter with you? 
Didn't you ever hear of a-------
-party? i31eh ! 
· Gah-Gee 
Mer-
l miss.you-
H:F. 
· February. 10', 1983 
Uear John, 
I only got a taste of you I 
WANT A MEAL! !and boy do 
I enjoy my meals and you can 
lic.:k·my fingers. 
Love Always,Rodna W. 
To the Sr. May P.T. 's-
Good luck on your full 
times! See you at the Statler. 
We'll miss you. 
LTheAmmics 
Dear · Zozs: 
Congratulations on 3 this 
weekend. Can I drive your car 
again? How about when you 
take me out. . .I know .. We'll 
talk. When? 
Love-H 
ss, 
I n eccl you. I want you. I 
love you. I ju<;t wish you were 
here <.o I could tell you. 
Happy Valentine~ Day 
Your Baby love~ You 
Jelly, 
Happy Valentines Day 
Dear! How do you ~pell 
rclicf?P-N-S! 
Love-Major P.A. 
Rock, Happy Valentine·~ Day, 
Docs your bed make alot of 
noi!->c? 
Love, 
Bonker ll 
Lori Ann, 
I love you with all my heart 
and I always will.- Plea,e 
always be my Valentine 
bccau~e I want you forc,•cr. I 
love you. 
Love E.11. 
Lora, 
You know what I want to <;ay, 
and I know how you feel when 
I say ... so we'll leave it for a 
while. The rest of you can 
stop reading our mail! 
Matt 
Timothy-
Happy Valentine's Day!!! 143 
Love, AMD 
P.S. Prgy Loves You! 
Clarke Hall, 
You are all the greatest. 
Thanks for making this year 
my best ever. 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Your H.R. 
Dear Sherri ff 
Happy V-Day from your 
loving Deputy 
Cammando w loves you 
I LOVE·YOU GOO NY. 
M- For all h iend~: 
Even though Y0':1 were gone Nothit1g goe·~ lln 
last weekend I had another Dav! 
one of those Saturday nights. Lo~·e 
B_e'prepared to go crazy Friday An in°now1t J. I. 
mght. Happy Birthday a little 
early-
Love 
S.B.U. 
To Sue and Sue, 
Did you ever think Valentine·~ 
Day would be so confming!? 
"When it rains it pour,!!'' 
Humbly suhmitted, 
The ¼Elephant Man 
Laura, Mo, Di, Irene,& Jude, 
Happy · Valentine's Day-
I didn't want any of you to 
feel rejected on the 14th-
Ciao, 
Your Pal 
P.S. Who's your buddy ... ? 
'.'BOO": 
Have a happy hear! on Val-
day, it\ on me! 
Love. Siu 
To an awesome pair. 
Happy Valentine, Da\ 
Love Ya'all. 
Amy 
Stcvie-cvie. 
Dahlink, Happy Valentine's 
Day. 
Love, 
you 
C Aptain Greer, 
animals 
Will you be mv Valentine? 
But not on Saiurday night 
because I know vou'rc all 
booked up. · 
Lots of Love, Julie 
To a very special roommate 
For once I'm speechless .. 
Words would not express my 
Bunnies 
I miss you. Have a great 
Valentines Day. Get the Ban 
de Solie ready for ano1her 
tanning summer 
Love your Ithaca Bunny 
Dear Creeley, 
How's the scene in London? 
Lolsa punks in the neigh-
borhood, huh? We mis,;; you 
lots and Jor~ and hope to come 
visit you <;oon! 
Love, 
0 and Mar'.s 
A.Q. andB.W.-
Good luck with H.R! They 
couldn't hire two better 
people. My finger, a re 
i.:ro~~ed! 
LKS 
P.S. 
LWhen all else fails. try ice 
cream and oageh. 
Your Future MRS 
Tn the nuclear and extended 
family, 
Happy Valentine\ Day! 
What arc we going to d1) with 
all the flowers we get?? 
To Head Re,;;idcnt of Ea~t-
man: 
I've had my eye on you for 
weeks. 1.KWatch out, You're 
on my lis!. 
Happy Valentine~ Day 
To McKay and Hershman, 
Even though you have tons 
of girls around, Will you be 
our Valentine from homeward 
boun~I. 
Di,Mish,and Meri 
gratitude. Bagel, 
Love, . Happy Valentines Day! 
Amy mi,.., you. 
Rickey Henderson: Love always, 
You arc my FAVORHF Your old rokomie 
Valentine! To Rowland Hall 
· With Love Always, Buzzbuzzbu27b,uzz-Happy 
A Blonde Fan xo Valentines Day! 
Terrace 11, 2nd floor 
Happy Valentine~ Day 
Jocie 
To 1hw women in 25-1-7, 
Happy Valentine's Day, your 
secret admirer 
Dear Sweetcakes 
Even when ti~es gel rough 
you're always number one. 
Happy V-Day Love Sweetstuff 
Dear Boo, 
Thanx for caring-By rhe 
way, Will you be my Valen-
tine? 
LO\:c, "Poops" 
Treat Your 
--valentine 
1Fine imported clothing 
Maidenf orin ... oa·nskin 
Jewelry-Gifts a Cards 
.. ff·ouse of Shalimar 
Center Ithaca 
The Commons 
Pyramid Mall 
Dear P.A.K .. 
Happy Valentinc, 
are the one. 
Day. You 
Love Garlic 
Joe, 
Remember how we met la,t 
~·car- 2-14-82? ! 
•I net you pinched my· room-
mate. 
Happy Valentine', Dav. Hahc! 
1-4-3!!! . 
Beth XO 
Stoney-
Have a very happy 
special Valentines Day! 
and 
We 
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To JJG-
Maybe one day you'll 
realize that oranges really are 
good for you ... Maybe not! 
Happy Valentines Day. 
LSteven McKay. 
If you'll be my friend, I'll 
let you wa,;;h my car-
Babe-: 
Love, 
Sis 
Thank, for the memorie,r" 
Happy Valentine, Dav · · · 
I.O\C, . 
,;.H. 
still love you, even if you Liz 
didn't make it past the 8th Happy Valenrine<; Day' 
.locie · bar! Love you Alway<;, 
Joy and Lauren xoxo 
Eric in London 
Arc you qill mv valcn11ne'! 
I mi,, you- · 
Your Iii t le gi1 I 111 Ta lko11 
Big Pich. 
Thi5 is jmt co wish my favorite 
hometowner a Happy V-t inc, 
Day. I hope all work, out in 
the best way pos!->ible. 
Love, 
The one who', grown ~in1.:e 
high school 
1 n Lower Tcrra1.:e Staff. 
Happy Valentine'<; Day your 
gu~·~! Hey, you coo Cout!! 
didn't forget you Margaret!! 
l.<ne. 
T-1 wirh the oathroom 
ToS.M. 
I I·.., great lo have you fo1 a 
Valentine thi5 year and foi 
many more to come! Whad-
dya think, huh?! 
l 0\'C, 
Boo 
.Vl&D 
Happy Valentines Day, you 
both make my life <;O much 
brighter ·and happier. I love 
you 
Jocic 
''Zee", 
Tl~anks for being my honey! 
Happy Valentine\ Day! 
Love, 
"Little Zee" 
l.il'1 L. k 
To the be~t roomm_ate in the 
1
~ know you would prefer a 
world, Happy Valentme<; Day! Frem:h kiss or i<; that a kiss 
I love ya, from a frenchmen? Happy 
2!0-MBZ Valentines day man amre 
Dave and Bill- Je 1'aimc, 
Happly Valenl!nes Day from Julie 
your favorite neighbors. To Boobie, 
T crrace 7 A 3rd floor. Your kuk loves you- Happy 
I love you guy.., arid hope you Valentine's Day 
ha\e a ,uper Valentine', Day 
-0 
P.S.-1.et'<; go nut<. thi, 
seme~tcr! Arc you up for it or 
whar?! 
Big John Stud, 
How wa<; Syracuse? 
I HA<;er 
Dear Davey, 
Sorry about the wet <;pot on 
the <;heels, Next time, I'll tell 
them not to come ... 
-Icy Slam bangers, 
Hippo Valentine, Day! 
Love, 
The Partdv Animal 
Kitten, · 
''You are ... "Truly" ... "My 
love." Bang home a 200 yd. 
qualifier at E.Stroudsburg. 
My smiles may make others 
wonder what I've been ·up to, 
but they just show that I'm in 
love .. (with you) Love- Gar-
field Sr 
B1c:l.'1er, 
fH'll \\ he1.'m 8U~ 
:V1ama 
Paul-
The be5t i<; yet to come. 
Love, 
Kitty 
To Unga Bunga 
Happy Valentines Day 
I'm glad we mixed yogurr 
together- Love ya much-
Lucas Lorenzo-Banga Banga 
Spaz, 
Happy 'valentine's Day-
I Love You, 
Squirrel 
Drew, 
I hope you get to Paris 
someday soon. Happy Valen-
tine's Day, anyway. 
Love,5'8" 
To S.S., 
l can't wair to see you again. 
Happy V-Dav I J;' 
Tracy 
Happy Valentines Day, 
thank you 
J<_>cie 
Dear Love Handles, 
'3etter watch out for all that 
Valentines Day candy and 
cookie!>, chubbs-the big weigh 
in is only a week away! 
Love, 
The Saucy Wench 
Linda, 
This Valenrines Day is for 
Mike and Tom: To real men, 
and one Big happy family. 
Love, Regal 
S.D.-
Showers 
-D-
I like you E.A. 
of 
- a not so secret admirer. 
T.P. and P.T. 
love 
Alright, keep the beds apart 
Happy Valentine's Day. Yo·u 
worm 
eaters. 
Stoney(my buddy), 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Keep dreaming aal;>out you 
know what! 
Luv, 
Rock in' 
Toddles, 
Happy Valentine's Day to the 
only guy we want to go to 
Florida with. 
Love 
Lorraine&Sue 
Hippo Dinner Party Animals 
inc., 
Hope that you enjoyed slam-
ming the quiche. We missed 
those who didn't. Thanks for 
letting me be one of the 
animals. Love you all. 
Hippo 6, alias (trainer) 
P.S. hey dors- Don't look 
now, but Doris is watching 
you 
Neb Deb, 
Let's Party!! We certa.inly 
do that well! Happy Valen-
tine's Day 
Love 
Rob ')roommate) 
P .S. It's okay if you pass out. 
' . 
-..... 
-
-
18 THE I l'HA(.;AN 
Dear P.A.K. Happy Valen-
tines Day!!! 
Lingerie and Champaigne; 
weekends come and weekends 
go but I will always remember 
last weekend. I hope to have 
many more: 
Love Garlic 
To MS, 
You're the best! But you 
don't drink, don't smoke, 
what do you do? Happy V-
Day, 
uaie 
. Turtle 
Buzzard 
and 
Rabbit 
Happy Valentine~ Day! Cat 
Stevens nile~ and so do you 
and I. We arc going to mah 
it! ' 
Yo~ 
To my favorite scooper 
Keep up the good work. 
When is number 5?Happy 
Hearts Day 
Stu. 
Love 
Rob 
Happy Valentine', Da~ 
Lo, c. a I~ per 
Michael, 
Happy Valentine's day 4. I 
love you this much times in-
finity. 
Lisa 
Dear Willie,Re-Rc, Fanny, 
Pinny, and Jules, 
Happy Valentines Day from 
the ,ixth one who lives in one 
of the three room~. 
Decorations anyone? 
To the Fromunder Girl, 
Happy Heart Dav 
Love, the clown lo;er 
Across the miles: 
Happy Valentine's Day to: 
Johnson City, Poughkeepsie, 
and Pittsburgh from: Iowa, 
Denver, and Pittsburgh 
Camfella, 
Will you stop racing long 
enough to be my valentine? 
Also, hang in there- all your 
dreams may come true at 
Union. 
Love, 
C.E. 
Rah 
Howsit feel to be back? See ya 
in the Bronx 
TAMMIES 
Happy 
everyone 
Jocie 
Bo-
Luv, 
Slim 
Valentines Day 
Have the best U.D. ever, and 
remember- I love you 
MEGAS. 
Love, 
Your old roomie 
Claire, Steve and Dayle, 
You mean the world to me 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love ya, Me 
Little Pammy, 
Happy 19, don't forget your 
enganemcRt on Thursday 
night. 
10 O'clock bus, after physic~. 
love, Laura, Di, Mo, Irene, 
Lisa and Judy. 
Jr. Birdman, 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
February 10. 1983 
Scruff, S11~,\. Scrunchy, Maybe for valentine,; Da~ 
you'll receive a solid gold dan-
cer with a Mis, /\m~rica', 
face. 
To my roomie, our little 
Italian . princess, 
Hope you get everything you 
wish for on Valentine's Dav. 
Love . me. 
Happy V. D. It's slu111b.:1 party. 
time-
11 I forget to tell you I love vou 
today, I promise to tell ~ou 
A friend 
Michael Sweetheart, 
Maybe for Valentine Day! 
It's only 4 days away, see what 
you can do. OK Babycakes. 
Happy \ialentinc<, Day Love 
and Kic;ses 
:J.T., O.T .. E.T., 
Hi kid. Just wa·nted to sav 
thanx for everything! You'v~ 
helped me through so much 
and l'll lovc ya always. 
Get psyched for Fall'83 
Roomie! 
Starsky, 
Love 
"Krugs" 
From Baldwin to Lebo and 
New York. I'm so glad you're 
Dear A.A.S. 
l f I learn· how to bread 
venison. will you be my Valen-
tine- (sniffles) 
Love ya, Thinker?? 
Dear Andy, 
Happy Valentine's 
Love 
Day 
Rose 
your next concert 
Lor&Lynne . 
To the IC Softball TEam, 
Good lui:k · with t ht· 
,ca~on!Kccp it in mode1alion 
down south, d1,n ·1 l111 
anything little league and '"get 
her". 
Tlw St·nior~ 
Dear P.A.K. 
Love that Veal Piccatta, the 
Hustle and losing in m0nopoly 
even though I was the real 
winner. Happy V. D. Day 
love, Garlic 
Donnie, 
Awaiting 
patiently. 
Love 
Happy Val- Day. Beas;t 
I I 8 You know in your ,(1ng? 
To the · girls of Terrace 68 
second floor, 
Happy Valentine's Dav. 
P.S. we need more M?M,-s. 
jo dream; ,n don't worry. 
~UW-me 
Dick.Don, and Jimmy, 
Happy Valentine~ Day! 
mine. 
Happy 
daddy's little 
V-Day 
girl 
Love, 
Pam 
,r Gamma Delt-
Love, Giant and Sprout 
LBilly, 
Wic;hing a special friend a 
very Happy Valentine's Dav. Val-
Have an incredible V-D. I just 
want to thank you for pulling 
me through. Don't ever forget 
those past crazy flirtatious 
wild, and yes, wasted Wcct'. 
nights. 
I love 
Joe 
ya, 
Nu rsi> 
To My Favorite Uombcr with 
the T. Wonder-
This is it! It's finally Valen-
tines Day, and I simply can't 
control myself anymore! I 
must have that P .T body of 
yours tonight, or else! I 
promise you it will be a night 
to remember! 
Love You Always, LILZ 
Dear Dave C. 
Since you like games so much 
try this one: 
11 east plus 9 west is & 
Answer: an empty waterbed-
now make your own waves. 
The game is over and you Jost. 
L. 
Dear K.S(Raallly) . 
.lust wanted you to know 
that i still Jove you and I 
always will. 
You go your way, I'll go mine, 
and if in the future we chance 
to meet. that'll be just fine. 
Love Always 
J.K. (Raallly) 
Sue Rapp 
Jokc of the day ... what·~ the 
Jifference between Hard and 
Dark? For the answer you'll 
have to write me. 
!LY and IMY 
Your "Kid" ~istc;:r 
Jahmin' John, 
Miles may seperate two people 
but never two hearts. "You're 
always on my mind." 
Love, 
the girl w11h gold shoes 
Deb D 
Still waiting for our 
Lazagna Dinner! Sec you at 
"the point". 
Napc,-
Happ~ \' -Da\ 
Lo\ e) a al1\ ay\ 
R. and the kid\ 
Rich;e, 
.l,P,H'.D. 
Y1)ur best quality i~ love·. 
Happy Valentines Day. 
Your running partner L. I3. R. 
Dear Mickel, 
Be my Valentine? 
Lot<; of love 
Nudge 
Pear Prince Kwame, 
Do you "Wanna be Startin' 
Somcthing?"i hope so bccaw,e 
"It\ My Turn" to be your 
Valentine. See you in the ten-
th row! 
Love, Diana 
Dear Bear: 
I know you can .. .-1 ,ure hopt 
you know so also! Go for it. 
Milly 
Ill always be here. · 
Love, 
Rohin 
' Alison Byrne: 
1 miss you. Hope your Valen-
tine's is/was great. Take care 
and write-208 isn't the same 
(see letter) Love-MBL and 
P.O. 
P. S. Who left the scarlet 
begonia and top hat in the 
hathroom?? 
Yo Lauren, 
Happy Valentine's day! 
LDo I make you-W.B.T.L. 
Love, 
The Throbbing Wonder 
Dear Bud, 
I love my new home. Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
love- your refrigerator 
Dear Ray, 
It's Valentines Day 
And boy are we sad 
we need a vacation 
but the outlook is bad. 
We're getting desperate 
the ~ituation's not funny 
pleas;c ~end us customer~ 
~owe can make money 
Happy Valentines Day 
Love and Kisses 
vout Sin Bin 
Billy and Dave, 
Happy Valentines J?ay! 
Lots o' Love, an old Friend 
Hang in there, 
Valentines D"ay ! 
·Happy,, To my fella~ _vocal-jazz~rs; 
Tour was a .rehg1ous expenen- Wishing the H.W. guys of T. 
t1B a Happy V-Day. Your ce. Jocie 
Dear Charlene 
Jill, 
Here's looking forward to an loving sisters. 
and Sue and awesome year. My personal 
Have you won any radio 
station conte~ts lately? 
Bill (zioPleasant), 
Let's get together and toast to 
a terrific V-D. 
P.S. I promise never to call 
you again during Mash. 
Love-"H" 
Dear Jenny REcd, 
How about another dale, 
Saturday night was a blac;t, 
you wild woman. 
Your down town buddy, 
Guess who? 
To 1930's Summer Princess 
l miss you and think of you 
thanks to all of my colleagues-
I love you a\1. 
Mr. Kern-
I need you! 
Greg Janet 
TotheC.W.'s Happy V-Day roomic, If 
''Hooters in the Bronx" 
If they only knew what it vou ever need another ear to 
meant. We mus! have practice iisten, J'm here. 
thic, weekend downtown. Jocie .. 
C.W .no.3 
Jammer and Jonesy, 
Givc'em hell on the i.:ourt 
and on the ice. 
JZ/NYC 
Jerry Garcia and Dustin.Hof-
fman, 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Love, 
your g·rou pies 
To Karen: 1 lov~ you, will 
you work as lifeguard al a 
certain pool · 
Signe~~XXenon~ no show 
To the Austrailian, 
Do you find wet spot~ or-
.ten? 
P~uedo Adam, 
Happy Vakntine's Day! 
Love, Tracy 
twice tomorrow. · 
Or if I show up late to play, 
please know I don't 'wish to 
cause you sorrow. 
Spending time with you has 
got to be my favorite thing to 
do. 
Winning many game, of 
Boggle and Backgammon, 
when will you dare to 
challenge me again! 
This may not be as witty as 
good old Mr. Dittv. But at 
least you know I \\ ro-te it! 
Happy V.D.! 
Love you., Rahs 
To the Wild Girls of 26-4-8, 
Well, our four (three) year, 
arc almost through 
So glad to have spent them 
with you. 
From fearful fre.,hmcn to 
stupendous senior, 
Together we've swiftly crui\ed 
through these year\. 
Luches at eleven sure hasve 
been heaven, 
Y .I., wc'II happily hi,s good-
bye. 
But the final days are almo~t 
here, 
We cannot ,ay good-bye 
without a tear! 
Lo\ e, 
Thl' ,outh Aurora Sweetie, 
K.A. 
Happy Valentines Day 
Your friend 
Annie 
Happy Valentines Day- Glad 
everythings working out here 
LC. 
Your Collegetown 
Friend 
Ma-
Happy Valentines Day-
you '11 Sleep soon 
Dave 
Bob 
Bagel 
Watch out for ringing 
telephones, their only loaded 
question for me 
Your Roommate 
D.G. 
UMMZIZES 
Don't worry Ahbout it! 
D.K. 
Big Sister-
Couldn't afford a big present 
this Valentines day so I '11 send 
a Happy Day wish your way. 
Little Brother 
Jimmy ... 
Keep her on the ropes, you've 
got her doing a slow burn 
now. Happy Birthday. ' 
Marc 
Deaf Buford, c.,. 
Happy Valentines Day, 
Peanut butter & jelly forever 
Love From The Little Rascals . 
Jim Smith, 
If your still here!! Happy 
-Valentines ·oay ! 
Love from your "little Sister 
Dear Randi, 
Happy Valentines Day I Love 
YOu, 
Lloyd 
See you Saturday ... ? L often-happy valentines day 
MC Signed: a letter writter To Eastman Head Resident 
Heidi, 
To my sisters, 
Its great to be back! Leh 
have a fun semester. 
!LY, 
ex stucjer\t teacher 
Dear P.A.K., 
Roses and Red violets are blue 
and I love you 
Garlic 
ooer palm reader 
Lora 
Happy Valentines Day! 
You are totally cool in my 
book, thanks for listening and 
caring. 
"Evita" 
Sealie&Nutsy Squirrel, 
-Hi cuties. Why don't we just 
push two beds together and 
have a slumber party? The 3 
of you better pass or I 'II kick 
your butts:. 
Love ya- Riga 
P.S. Hey O'Connors 1&2 
you'd better ' pass as well. 
Ive had my eye on you for 
some time now. Watch out 
!!Your next on my list! Happy 
Valentines Day 
?? 
Steve and Greg 
Love You! Happy Valentines 
Day 
Youre the only woman in mv 
heart. -Keep singing "Slit-
Skirts and i'll always love you! 
Love Pete 
I! we kiss and make up peo~,Je 
might get the wronl!' im_ 
prcssion! Have a Happv 
Valentines Day Take a guess 
-
_ Febru&r:I.10,1983 
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WEEK IN SPORTS-
(Courtesy of Sports Information) 
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (13-3, 8-0 ICAC): Feb. 8, 
Binghamton State; Feb. 11, Clarkson ; Feb. 12, St. Lawren-
ce. The Ithaca College men's basketball team won three 
games last week to extend its unbeaten streak to seven games, 
including six of seven on the road. Ithaca shot 62 percent 
from the floor as a team last week, raising its team field goal 
oercentage to 56.6 percent for the season. The Bombers beat 
ICAC foes Alfred and RPI, then beat Oneonta in a non-
conference contest. Senior Tod Hart had a strong perfor-
mance at Alfred, hitting on all of his nine shots from the floor 
to lead the Bombers with 20 points. Against ~PI Hart led the 
Bombers with 22 points. Junior forward Ron Zielinski had an 
impressive week, shooting 24x34 form the floor including a 
14xl6 night against Oneonta State. Zielinski had a career 
high 29 points against Oneonta and leads the team in shooting 
percentage with a 66.2 percent efficiency. Senior center 
Mickey Herzing continues to lead the Bombers in rebounding 
as he pulled down 24 in the last three games and now has 136 
for an 8.5 average. 
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL (6-2): Feb. 8, 
Binghamton State; Feb. 9, Cornell; Fe~. 11, Worcester 
Academy. Ithaca split its two games last week, losing to 
Alfred 77-65 on Tuesday before beating Oneonta State 79-57 
Saturday. Bill Sachs scored 27 points during the week to raise 
his team leading average to 14.3 points per game. Rob Logel 
was 5x9 from the floor and scored 23 points against Oneonta 
State while Tony Dinkins led the Bombers with 16 against 
Alfred. . 
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBAe.L (6-12): Feb. 8, at St. 
John Fisher; Feb9, at Cortland State. Ithaca split a pair of 
games last week as it defeated St. Bonaventure 57-51, but fell 
77-56 to Canisius. Jeanne Johnston and high school team-
mate Val Gazda both scored· 14 points to lead their respect 
1ve teams. Johnston also had 11 points against Carnsius to 
boost her team-leading scoring average to 12.8 Allison Bishop 
also played well, shooting I lx20 from the floor for 28 points. 
Tracy Olson continued her steady play in the forward 
position, totaling 15 points and 18 rebounds during the two 
games. 
THE 
MEN'S WRESTLING (11-3, 3-1 ICAC): Ithaca won two of 
three matches last week, blanking Scranton 48-0 and troun-
cing Kings College 42-12 Saturday, after losing to defending 
national champion Brockport State 38-12 on Wenesday. Tim 
Wilmot was Itha~a's only winner against Brockport, pinning 
his man in 2:12 at 150 pounds. Ithaca's other points were the 
result of a· forfeit. The Bombers recorded their second shut 
out in two weeks against Scranton, with Chris LoPresto and 
Ron Cotton recording pins at 126 and 190, respectively. In the 
King's match, 150-pounder Chris Ledyard set a school record 
by pinning his man in just 15 seconds. David Kittay was 
Ithaca's only double winner Saturday, taking two decisions at 
167 pounds. 
WOMEN'S SWIM~ING (6-3): Feb. 12, at East Strousb·1rg. 
Ithaca won two in a row by defeating Cortland State, 87-52, 
and St. Lawrence, 62-50. Against Cortland, junior Amy 
Hausherr was a triple winner, taking the 1,00- and 500-yard 
freestyle, and the 100-yard backstroke. Double winners in-
cluded co-captain Margureite Donahue, first in both the 200-
and 100-yard butterfly and second in the·200-yard freestyle, 
and sophomore Catherine Lyons, who placed first in both the 
50- and 100-yard freestyle. In the St. Lawrence meet 
Hausherr, Donahue, and Lyons were all double winners with 
Hausherr setting a school record in the 1,000-yard freestyle. 
Sophomore Nancy Simson qualified for the Division III 
nar ional championship in the 3-mcter diving. 
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD (0-0);, Feb. 13, at Hamilton. 
Ithaca placed fourth of 16 teams at the Rochester Relays last 
weekend, paced by the shot put team of Jim Nichols and Jim 
Pryor. Both athletes recorded throws of 14.81 meters, setting 
a meet record of 29.62 meters and winning the event. Pryor 
also· teamed with Geoff Stegner to place fourth in the 35-
pound weight throw. Two Ithaca relay teams placed third at 
the meet. The distance medley relay of Kevin Bishop, Jay 
Banccone, Jerry Goodenough and Jim Quinn, set a school 
record of 10:42.50. The 4x800-meter relay team of Bishop, 
Dave Shaw, Pat O'Connor and Mike Egan was also third in 
8:11.1. 
WEEK 
RON 
ZJIJELIINSKJI 
Junior basketball forward Ron Zielinski made· 24 of 34 
shots from the field (79 percent) and scored 52 points as. 
Ithaca won three straight last week. Zielinski capped his week 
with a 14x16 shooting performance against Oneonta State,., 
finishing_ with a career-high 29 points. · 
For his performance the Ithacan honors Ron Zielinski· as 
Athlete of the Week for the second consecutive week. 
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lthacas leading scorer, sophomore Jeanne Johnston, looks 
f Q.r h£lo aeainst St. I1DnaJ!ent.ure. 
LOSE 'lfO ·CANJI§II1U§ 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
The Ithaca College women's 
basketball team . showed 
masked signs of improvements 
this past week as they split a 
pair of games against Division 
II foes. 
On Friday night the ladies 
surprised a tough St. Bonaven-
ture team 57-51, gaining their 
sixth win of the season. 
The Lady Bomber attack 
was led by sophomore Tracy 
Olson who grabbed 15 
rebounds and pl,ayed some 
stella1 dcaense. 
Two days later the women 
faced one of their toughest 
opponents of the year i"n 
Canisius College. 
Canisius entered the game 
ranked ninth in the nation 
amongst Division II schools, 
and exemplified their strengths 
by dumping the Bombers, 77-
56, despite 15 points from 
ithaca co-captain Allison 
Bishop. 
"Our inexperience and our 
lack of depth in the front court 
showed -in the Canisius 
game,'' said head coach 
----~------ ·--- ---- -------~ -- ------------- - -- -------
NY- STATE DIVISION XII 
Natalie Smith, who has t>een 
very patient with her young 
squad. 
"I've been able to play 
many of our youngsters this 
season and have seen a lot of 
good things." 
Sophomore Jeanne John-
ston, who leads the team in 
scoring with 12.8 points a 
game, and Olson who averages 
9.6 points and 7.9 rebounds 
have been the standout under-
classmen thus far, and are un-
doubtedly the nucleus for the 
future. 
BASKETBALL POLL 
1QSPORTS'U 
reop1e 
Team R~cords 
I. Hamilton 17-2 
2. Buffalo State 13-2 
3. Potsdam State 16-4 
4. Union 13-2 
S. Ithaca 14-3 
6. Hartwick 13-6 
7. Old Westbury 15-2 
8. Staten Island 14-5 
9. John Jay 14-6 
IO.Albany State 12-7 
Points 
69 
59 
45 
44 
38 
34 
28 
22 
12 
6 
What do Ithaca College, 
Cornell, Springfield and 
Hobart have in common? Tne 
answer isn't obvious, but all 
four schools have Sports In-
formation Directors who have 
graduated· from IC. Sports 
fans here know the great job 
that Mike Withiam does in 
sports information. However, 
three other IC grads are also 
doing well in their role as SID. 
Dave Wolhueter is the SID at 
Cornell, Bob Marx is the SID 
at Springfield and Amy 
------------------------------------ Doonan, an '82 graduate, is in 
BAHAMAS FROM $329 SPRING BREAK 
8 Days, 7 Nights Includes Flight, Transfers, Hotel, 
College Activities, Lunches,. Parties, 3 Hour Cruise, 
Canvas Bag and MORE!! 
Contact: Greenwich Travel Center 
Toll Free 1-800-243-3858 
charge of sports information 
at Hobart. Before taking the 
job at Springfield, _Marx held 
the same position right here at 
IC. Doonan got her training 
from WHhiam as an un-
dergrad. She'll need it when 
the Statesman open up their 
1983 lacrosse campaign in 
March. 
If you couldn't make it out 
to last Friday's RPI-Ithaca 
basketball game, you could 
have watched it live right from 
your living room. For the first 
time ever, WICB-TV is broad-
SAVE MONEY UlH~ TAIIE-IIUT FOIIJ 
FROM OUR DRI and MIIERV DEPTal 'O' 
* OVERSIZE SANDWIC.HES 
·,*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER' SODA 
· * READY ·TO EAT MACARONI SAlLA[O) 
* COOKIES. ROLLS & BREA(l 
casting live telecasts of several 
IC hoop contests on campus 
stations 13 and 6. The broad-
casts are produced by Rick 
Hager and Steve Mayer. The 
pair are assisted by a fine 
crew, including director Ed 
Gonsalves and cameraman 
Marc Cassoni. A special 
feature at all broadcasts is 
color commentary by IC 
baseball coach George 
Valesente. Valesente is a for-
mer IC hoop star and is 
currently ninth on the all.time 
scoring list. He and our own 
Ivan Gottesfeld teamed-up to 
do the RPI game. The next 
live broadcast will be this 
Saturday on channel 13 at 
7:30pm, as the Bombers face 
St. Lawrencs!. Haeer and 
Valesente will team in the 
oroadcasting booth on Satur-
day ... 
In other basketball news, Tom 
Baker's hoop squad has 
broken into the national Top 
20 in Division lll basketball. 
The Bombers are currently 
ranked 20th in Division Ill 
and fifth in New York State ... 
by Doug Clauson 
_Saturdays Til · Midrijght ·. Sundays 8 am ~ 6 pm 
, .-742:s. Meadow St., Ithaca FOOD_ STORES 
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fOCUS·ON 
Sports SAGA 
by Dave Fischer OF BOXING 
Professional !>port has been 
caught in a contradiction--or is 
a victim of its own progre!,S. _ 
We see player\ ~haking hand!, 
to bond their solidarity and 
leagues going on \trike to 
prove unity. 
r---------------------------------------. popularity thrnugh 10rr11re. 
- boxing lives hypocritically 
with onl· fac.:e of elegant µrace 
What we fail to see is 
uniformed, homogeneou., 
agreement as to the image of 
the modern-day athlete. 
uBoxing is currently undergoing speculation which , ·· 
will threaten· to uproot the sport from its 
organization. '' 
and onl· l'fema,culation. · 
The failure of hoxing 10 ac.:-
c.:uratdy pinpoint· and expre..,s 
it., external image is a problem 
that stem., from a higger one--
, its failure to internally 
orga11i7l' .. 
.The moral· investigati<,n of 
boxing may be a hk..,~ing in 
disguisl'. The conc.:luding 
Millionaire ballplayers 
justify exhorbitant \alaries by 
claiming they are entertainers 
and .,hould be compensated a!> 
<,tll.'h. By providing a service 
to the c.:ommunity, players 
wa111 their just reward. 
~-------------------------------------' n.:!,llh may be that to rq1air 
boxing nH·an, a \'ornplete 
The theory of the athlete as 
entertainer doe~ not stop at the 
player, but manifests it~elf in 
entire sports. The so-called 
,port that thri,e!> mo~t on this 
theory is professional 
wrestling. 
Like a fint: puhlic relations 
firm, pro wrestlinf has defined 
it., objectives and f<'und a 
1.1rge1 audiencl'. Hoth are ab-
n1,rmal but effective. 
"Pro raslin'' \\'Ould be 
nmhing without the deviance 
it promotes. It'> surprisingly 
!)olid organi,ation has en-
\·iously and in\'isihly C:\ploited 
the violence that other <;ports, 
particularly bo,ing. are now 
shunting. 
Boxing. is. c.:urremly un-
dergoing '>pernla1i0n which 
will threaten to uproot the 
"Port fn,m its organi1atio11. 
Medical auth<lritie'> are 
diallenginr thl· ohjec.:tivcs of 
hoxing and a hiswry of dcath\ 
;ire not-\11-li, ing proof. 
On February 15. a meeting 
"ill he 'icld to determine thi.: 
future of hnxing. An article 
ha.., already appeared in the 
Journal of the Americ.:an 
!\lcdical A!>sodation (.)AMA) 
c.:allin!,! for the illegalizat ion 0f 
boxing a.., a sport due !n it<; 
hazardous, and often lethal, 
con!sl'quem:e,. 
For boxing 10 eo11t11111c fn a 
profe,..sional manner it Olll!,I 
SllC.:Ce!.'>fully O\ercoml' it~ 
pre\ent .,crutiny. ·1 o accom-
pli,;h 1hi., hc1,ing will ha\'e 10 
in1 ellige111 I~- realign it.., p,e ... cnt 
!,ystem. Shn11ld it ad.ipt th!.' 
arnatem \I ,·h: or stay 1 ht' cour-
si.: of ex1erminatinn? 
The abscenc.:e of a credible 
and 1)\ i.:rseeing .. h1),ing 
organi,ation cau~e:- a lac.:!. in 
its definition of nbjec1ives. 
While pro wre'>tling maintain.., 
SWIMMERS TOP ROCHESTER 
by Mike Young 
The Ithaca College swim-
mers and divers resumed their 
dual meet schedule to defeat 
the University of Rochester 
62-37 on February I. 
The. team's record currently 
stands at 8-1, with only Dick 
Comanzo and Gary Petmecky 
having qualified for the 
Division Ill Nationals. 
Comanzo has qualified in 
both the one meter and three 
meter diving events and Pet-
mecky in the 200 yard breast 
strok~. 
Coach Jim Perkins expects a 
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large number of swimmers to 
qualify in the upcoming state 
meet. 
Again!>t U. of Rochester,' 
the Bombers took control of 
rhe meet frorn the very begin-
ning. Tom Pressler, Andy 
Hersam, Rob Boreanaz. and 
John Vancott won t_he medley 
relay in a time of 3:46.4. 
From this point on, Ithaca 
took fir\t and second place 
consistently 'in each event for 
the first part of the meet. 
In the 1000 yeard freestyle 
Tom Buzzel and Mike Nelson 
fini~hed on top and in the 200 
yard free style it was Gary 
Petmecky and Cliff Yee. 
Petmecky was clocked at a 
sizzl:ng time of I :48.4. 
Mike Casamento took first 
place in the 400 with a time of 
4:29.2. Nelson fini~hed ju,t 
two-tenths behind his team-
mate with a tirne of 4:29.4. 
The 50 yard freestyle was 
~·on by Andy Her~am with 
Vancott placing second. 
Dick Comanzo and Jim 
McKinley continued their 
domination of the ·meet with 
Comanzo scoring 255 for first 
place and McKinley sc.:oring 
i! 
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164.4 for second. 
Jim Funicello took fiN in 
the 500 free -;tyle to give ltha,.:a 
the insurance point, it needed 
to win the meet. 
Last Saturday, the team 
easily heat St, I awrence 71-41. 
Tom Pre~slcr, Steve 
Rockeach, Rob Borranaz, and 
John VanCott teamed up in 
the medley relay to dock a 
season-best 3.34.9. 
Mike Nelson was a double 
winer. in the IOOO yard free 
<;tyle and the 200 yard butter-
fly. 
Andy Her!>am ~c.:ored vie-
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11rga11i1arional overhaul. 
Each week Ithacan - Sports 
Editor Dave Fischer will focus 
his typewriter on the spprts 
world. 
tories in the 50 yard and I 00 
vard free. Dick Comamo won 
both tlte one me,er and three 
meter diving e\cnts. 
Tom Dn·ssler took first in 
the 200 yard backstroke and 
broke his own ,;chool rec.:ord 
set two weeks ago with a time 
of:!:04.4. 
Gary Pctmecky won the 500 
yard free in a time of 4:51.2, 
while Mike C1,amento 
stroked to a first place finish 
in the 200 yard breast stroke in 
a time of 2:18.7 
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INDOOR TRACK 
\. 
The Ithaca Cqlleie \,·omen's reci,nl. '-~ 
indoor trac~ team ~ct fotlr - Colleen-' J\lurphy ·al~o ,ct a 
records cnroute to it~ ,econd new school record a, ,he ran 
comecuti\'lt win las! Friday at the 3000 meter\ in a time of 
the Uni,·,-,rsity of Rocheqer. J0:37.4 11, capture fil\t place 
The final meet score was i11 her event. · 
Ithaca 60.5, Rochester 49, Fre~hman Mary Lynn 
Alfred 19.5.,. and Brockport Pa~ti7Zo added depth in the 
State 9. . . di~tan-:e event~ bv finbhim! a 
Kim Bouck put the· shot• ,s-ti-ong,~ecbnd ii1 the 3.000 ii1d 
11 :83 1i1etcr,· for a new school third in the 1500 mctt'I",. 
record and ar the same time Freshman .Jennifer Arne.it had 
qualified for the national<;. an outstanding 'fir~! IIICC( by 
1-s'\,,.:· t>,li1i·dl: tooh th11 J in 
th1:"4:- meter dash and fourth 
in the high jumr. 
Caryl Senn turned in an all-
around performance by 
finishing fourth in the shi.1t 
put, sc~·ond in the hurdles, 
third 111 the high jump, and 
~econq in the -.800 rndcrs. 
{~olleen··Nmchkc s~t an indoot 
IPng jump record with a leap 
of 5.15 meter,. . '• .. :. ~ 
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Marisa Sutera ran a 4:58.3 fini,hing in the lead in the 500 
in the 1500 meter<. for a firq meter, (I :25. I) and qualifying 
place fin1,h and a de,, indoor for the states. 
The 'team will be traveling to 
SUNY Cortland thi~ \\Cekcnd 
for the bigg~st meet ot' the 
',L'a<,llfl. 
Maria Castrataro spins through the air during her.floor exer-
cise routine. 
HOCKEY CLUB SPLKT·S TWO 
hy Ed Rm,en 
The Ithaca (ollege men·~ 
ice hockey club defeatt·d 
SUNY Binghamron 9-6 on 
.1a·1111ary 29, to avenge an 
.:a, lier lo<.,s to SUNY. 
Ithaca jumped out 111 front 
early in the first period 4-1, on 
goals by Randy J\.lyewff, Fd-
dil' Ro~en. Kl'vin Finn. and 
Ros;s ( irant. 
Binghamtom put on a 
furious rally in the final 
period to clme the gap, hu1 an 
empty net goal by Myeroff 
1, i1h one minute· left in the 
!,!amc ,ealed 1he Bomber \ 1c-
1or~. 
Other l!haea goal ,corers 
were David BerJ..cy. Cini~ 
Dean, 1 ommy Finn, and 
George Beavers. 
Ithaca lo<.1 a tough game last 
· Saturday to a strong Oivisio,n 
II E.lmira College jayvee team, 
10-7. 
Ithaca led earl~ in the game, 
3-1, on goal\ by Myeroff, Pere 
Alworth, and Tom Finn . 
Elmira ~cored the next ,ix 
goah to lake a 7-3 lead at the 
end of t \\ o periods. Ithaca 
Spring Ski e® 
FEBRUARY 10, 11, 12 THURS, FRI & SAT ONLY 
Al;J>INESKIS BOOTS X-COUNTRY SKIS 
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Edge 225 170 Raichle Knut 50 60 45 
Challenger 175 125 Flex Comp 265 185 Fle~6 275 165 Tyrol 
SKI BINDINGS Flex 5 235 140 Thor50 35 25 
Flex Sport 210 130 
Tyrolia Turbo 170 105 Misc. 75mm boots 20 
80 Jr 69 50 Lady Flex 200 120 
60 Jr 59 40 Lady Elite 170 105 
Look Jr. Racer 65 40 X-C BINDINGS 
99HP Senso· 135 100 Jr. Gremlin 50 35 Tyrol 75mm 11 7.50 
S9Sensor 100 80 ALPINA Skilom50mm 12 8.50 
39 Sensor 90 59 s 100 75 
Marker Jr. 40 20 ALL Ski Poles ... 25 % OFF 
M30 140 85 
M20 85 60 ALL Remaining Gloves,Hats,Goggles,Wax, 
MR30 120 75 Ski racks,and Accessories ....... 20% OFF 
Bes~.:r Jr. 85 , 35 
ALL SKI CLOTHING .......... 25% to 50% OFF 
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- I e a, A /I.ti/A ,fl.A As 
·1w:;JIQ , UUt:ll/ 
IUOl W· SENECA STF{ECT ITHACA N. Y l<HJ:,Cl 
SPECIAi. SALi~ HOURS: Thurs & FRI 9AM tn.9PM, Sat. 
~'7 :2-69-M 
9AM to 6PM 
c:ame hack in !he final period, 
bu1 Elmira', goalie made ,ome 
hey ,a, e, 10 keep hi, team 
ahead. 
Ithal·a's next game i~ Satti,<· 
day l'ebruary 12 again\! 
Broome Community College 
at 7:30pm at ( ·ornell. 
NEW 
SKI 
TEAM 
by Lois Schwager! 
Ithaca College has a new ski 
team and although it is jus~ 
starting out, it is strong ar.~ 
the members are enthusiastic. 
Mark Saydah is to thank for 
organizing the ski team and his 
efforts made racing a reality at 
Ithaca. 
The team started with 33 
members, but the process of 
hard work, committment, and 
funding has thinned the ranks 
to eleven. 
The members of the men's 
team are: Sam DeCamp, Don 
Eger, Andy Friedman, Dave 
Laidman, Ed Linseler, and 
Mark Saydah. 
The members of the 
women's team are: Kim Dion, 
Susie Gilman, Paula Kelley, 
Lois Schwager!, and Sue 
Smallie. 
The team has no school 
funding yet and skiing is n'« 
one of the most economical 
sports. With their own 
money, the IC racers hired a 
Greek Peak coach, Nick 
Brewster, to train them in tl,L 
giant slalom and slalom. 
January 28th was the first 
race at Toggenburg. It was 
sponsored by Colgate and 
twelve area schools attended. 
The women's team placed 
an impressive fifth, and the 
men, against tough com-
petition, placed tenth. 
Overall the team was excited 
with the results, as they had 
not even begun formal 
., ... 
training. 
The team's next meet is 
away, hosted by RPI February 
18-19. 
{. 
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BOMBERS )VIN 8th STRAIGHT 
by Dave Fischer 
The Ithaca Bombers 
dispbyed a balanced team of-
fense as they-.. defeated,SUNY 
Binghamton, 86-64; Tuesda·y 
night in the Ben Light Gym. 
Tod Hart led the Ithaca 
scoring with 21 puints, 
followed closely by guard 
Jamie Frank's 19 and Ron 
Zielin:,ki, who continues to 
have the hot hand, scored 16 
points. 
The Bombers have'now won 
eight in a row and 10 of their 
last eleven games since 
Christmas break, their only 
loss being in double overtime 
at Hamilton three weeks ago. 
Ithaca flashes an 8-0 recorc. 
in ICAC competition (14-3 
overall) and leads RIT by one-
half game. A showdown for 
first place will be held on 
Tuesday when the two teams 
clash in Rochester. 
The Bombers played with 
confidence against a physically 
weaker Binghamton team. 
Center Mickey Herzing was 
having his way underneath 
and slipped in 10 points. At 
halftime the Bombers held a 
42-31 lead. 
So far this season, it has 
been the Bomber trend to 
come out in the second half 
looking like a new team. This 
was again the case against 
Binghamton, but for different 
reasons. 
Tod Hart picked up his 
fourth personal foul at the 
start of the half and sat out for 
nearly ten minutes. As his 
CROWD PLEASER: Bomber forward Tod Hart igr.ited the 
crowd and his teammates with this slam dunk against 
Binghamton on Tuesday. 
zing broke an indsor tooth 
and was lost for the remainder 
of the contest. 
Backup center Jim Goodwin 
stepped in to swat-away three 
shots and grab several 
rebounds. While relatively 
silent on offense, Goodwin 
quietly controls the defr,1<,ive 
lane and once again ~·on-
tributed when his team needed 
it mo,t. 
La,1 Saturday in Oneonta, 
junior forward Ron Zielin-
ski.the lCAC leader in field 
goal percent,11ge. shot a sizzling 
14 of 16 and scored 29 poinh 
to lift his team over Oneonta 
State, 69-52. 
The Bombers shot 30 of 47 
a, a team for 63.8 perce11t ac-
curacy. Individually, Zielin-
ski ~hot 14 of 16 and Tod Harl 
made 8 of 10 attempts and 
scored 17 points. Hart i, 
ranked at the top· in scoring 
average and second in con-
ference shooting percentage. 
Zielinski'~ outburt'>t again<;! 
Oneonta was the best game of 
his career. but he remains 
humble. 
"It's being in the right place 
at the right time," Ziclin~ki 
said. "Defenses play a zor.e 
against us because they have to 
stop Hart and Her7ing down 
low. That clogs-up the middle 
and my hot-spot i'> , 15 to 20 
------------------' feet out on the wing." 
replacement, Dave Cramer a bouncing loo~e ball, and Ithaca coach Tom Baker 
scored nine points and showed Frank•, elbow inadvertently elaborated by saying I hat the 
desire. smashed Herzing in the Bomber, play a motion-
At the 12:07 mark Ithaca', mouth. Frank returned to the offense, meaning that the 
Frank and Herzing lunged for action shortly after, but Her- team g'!t~ into ~heir pa.,~ing 
game by specific movements 
during an offensive ~et. 
"The different offemiv(' 
~els provide each po~ition with 
scoring opporturiitie~. You 
can de\ign sets to g.et the ball 
to a particular player- who is 
hot or ha,; a mismatch." Bakl'r 
~aid. 
The Ithaca offeme i,; gelling 
all the headlines. hut Bak.:r 
,ee~ his defense as the key. 
"Our defense has been the 
real difference in the last six 
games. We put on lots of 
pres<;ure and keep the ball out 
of the hands of the op-
position's top scorer." 
BOMBER BLURBS: 
Ithaca leads the ICAC in team 
scoring, team field goal per-
centage and team rebounding. 
Tod Hart leads the conference 
in scoring with a ·19.5 average 
and is second in field goal ac-
curacy behind Ron Zielin~ki. 
Mickey Herzing is tops in 
rebounding with 8.5 and 
Jamie Frank is ,econd in 
assists and third in free throw 
percentage. 
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
ZIELINSKI WINS AGAIN 
p.20 
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ITHACA BREAKS TOP 20 
by Torn Longo 
The Ithaca College wrestling 
te~m is preparing to wrap-up 
its mm.t successful season. Af-
ter losing to Brockport State 
on February 2, Ithaca bounced 
back to shutout Scranton, 4f'-
ff, and beat Kings College, 42-
12. 
The Bombers now have an 
11-3 record going into this 
weekend's ICAC champion-
ship, which will be held at the 
· Ben Light Gym. · 
Coach Murray's matmen 
are tenth nationally in 
Qivision Ill and tenth overall, 
a<:cording to the New York 
State College wrestling 
coaches. 
Freshman Bob Panariello, 
with a 27-3 _season record, and 
sophomo(e Bart Marrow, 24-: 
2, will be the wrestlers to wat-
ch thi~_weekend. 
P~nariello is ra_nked third in 
the state while· Morrow is the 
number one man at 134 poun-
ds. 
Both wrestlers are expected 
to do well but there is some 
question as to whether 
Morrow'<; rib injury will affect 
his performance. 
Ithaca's tentative line-up for 
the ICACs will be 118 pound 
Bob Panariello; 126 pound 
Glenn Cogswell: _134 poun.a 
Bart Morrow; 142 pound Ron 
Schenk; 150 pound La,rry 
Colagiovanni; 158 pound Tim 
Wilmont; 167 pound David 
Kittay; 177 pound David Vat-
timo; 190 pound Ron Cotton; 
Heavyw_eight Greg Smith. 
The preliminary round will 
start in the gym at I lam 
followed by the semi-finals at 
noon, consolations at J :00, 
and the finals at ·3:00.- Win-
ners of this tournament will go 
to the nationals. . ....•.. , 
